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About this Publication
Focus on Guyana’s National Budget 2017 represents the twenty-seventh edition of this Ram & McRae
annual publication which highlights, reviews and comments on the major issues surrounding and raised in
the National Budget.
The first Focus on Guyana’s National Budget was published in the year 1991. The publication was in
memorandum format and consisted of nine pages. It has been published each year since that first
publication and represents one of the longest continuous not-for-profit publications in Guyana.
Each year, Budget Focus is circulated among politicians, the business community and the country
representatives of international agencies operating in Guyana. But most importantly for us and the general
public, is the wide circulation made possible by the publication, in the Stabroek News, of an abridged but
comprehensive version of Focus. We thank the publishers for making this possible these past decades.
The contents of this publication are not intended to take the place of the text of the Budget Speech, relevant
raw or of a professional advisor. This analysis is prepared and distributed on the understanding that Ram &
McRae is not engaged in rendering professional services to the reader. If financial or other expert assistance
is required, please contact the Firm.
Ram & McRae also offers the public a unique compilation of Guyana’s tax and business-related legislation
(and advice thereon) including our Consolidated Tax Laws of Guyana (comprising Income Tax, Corporation
Tax, Property Tax, Capital Gains Tax, Tax, Income Tax (in Aid of Industry), Revenue Authority, Financial
Administration and Audit, and Investment Acts, the double taxation treaties signed by Guyana and the Value-Added
Tax).
Other publications by the Firm, some of which are available on our website, are:








Handbook on the Companies Act 1991 (out of print)
Guyana Business Outlook Survey 1995-2010 (except 1998)
Guyana Investors Information Package
Focus on Guyana's National Budget 1991 – 2016
Plainly Business (formerly Business Page) (column/blog by Managing Partner available on
www.chrisram.net)
Value Added Tax and Excise Tax Handbook which includes annotated copies of the legislation
Annual Tax Planner
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About Ram & McRae
Established in 1985, Ram & McRae has distinguished itself in the field of professional services. Our client
focus, commitment to professionalism, and continuous search for excellence, are the sources of our
unchallenged reputation among professional firms.
We offer a wide range of services including audit and assurance, accounting, tax, payroll, corporate/legal,
litigation support and other business support services.
The Firm has secured a premier place in the provision of taxation and advisory services to local and
international business operators. Our continuing relationship with international partners provides us with
access to worldwide resources and ensures that our clients benefit from business ideas, opportunities and
solutions that place them in leadership positions in their industry.
Accēdō Inc., a service company of Ram & McRae, offers a wide range of Human Resources services to bring
potential employees and employers in contact with each other.
Christopher Ram & Associates, Attorneys-at-Law, a partnership company of Ram & McRae, is a law firm
focused on providing a complete legal service to clients in core sectors. The firm advises businesses both
locally and internationally.
Our partners
Christopher L. Ram, FCCA, ACMA, ACIS, LLB, LEC
Managing Partner and founder of the firm with overall responsibility for quality assurance aspects of the
engagement, Christopher has in excess of forty years of experience in senior positions in international
auditing firms. He was Financial Consultant to a regional government for several years where he was
integrally involved in Budget preparation and Chairman of the National Insurance Board. Christopher is
also a practising Attorney-at-law.
Robert V. McRae, CPA, BSc., FLMI
Robert has more than thirty-five years of experience in the areas of audit, accounting and insurance in
Guyana and the United States of America. Robert also practises as a Certified Public Accountant in New
York.
Rakesh V. Latchana, FCCA, CPA, CMA
Rakesh, who is also the Firm’s Chief Executive Officer, has over twenty years of experience in audit and
accounting and serves on the Technical Committees of the Institutes of Chartered Accountants of Guyana
and the Caribbean. He is also a member of the SME Implementation Group of the International Accounting
Standards Board.
Acknowledgements
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Pre-Budget Comments
The plan for an early budget presentation was announced in August 2016 by President David Granger at the
opening ceremony of the annual conference of the National Toshaos’ Council. A belated reaction from the
political opposition came two months later when former Minister and now shadow Finance Minister, Mr.
Irfaan Ali, countered that the PPP/C was not interested in budget talks with his counterpart as Government
documents requested to inform the discussions were not provided to his Party. Minister Jordan however
responded that some of these were already in the public domain while some were not yet available.
This immature public posturing raises legitimate questions about the commitment of politicians on both sides
to the best outcomes for the people of Guyana and adds to the frustration of those who would like to see
meaningful progress.
The 28 November presentation date was then announced in mid-November with Opposition leader Bharrat
Jagdeo this time around saying that an early presentation “leaves room for greater abuse” as it would only
include an estimate of what is to be spent for the remainder of the current year. Faced with the reality however,
the Opposition leader said he hoped for measures to enhance social welfare, increase public safety and
improve the livelihoods of Guyanese. He called for a National Development Plan in the social sectors,
measures that would stimulate mining, a clearly defined plan for the sugar industry, a five percent increase
in salaries for sugar workers, return of the water subsidy for pensioners and the $10,000 education cash grant
removed by the APNU+AFC government in the 2016 Budget. Jagdeo also sought award of a 10 percent bonus
to all public servants. As a former Finance Minister it would have been useful if he had outlined the cost of
his proposals and whether they would be financed by additional revenue raised or through borrowing.
Private sector bodies including the umbrella Private Sector Commission (PSC), the Georgetown Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and the Tourism and Hospitality Association of Guyana all reported submitting
proposals to the Government. A week prior to the Budget, the PSC publicly disclosed its proposal to the
media, consisting of a string of tax cuts including a phased reduction in Corporate and Income Tax rates to
20% over 10 years, an immediate increase in the income tax threshold to $100,000 per month, making overtime
earnings tax free and enforcement of existing VAT laws. The PSC also wanted speedy implementation of a
number of infrastructure projects, a one stop investment promotion agency, an economic strategy/plan, a
plan for industrialisation, a grading system for contractors, and legislation for a separate non-political
Economic Council, internal audit departments in budget agencies, mergers and acquisitions, bankruptcy
protection and e-transactions. Significantly, the PSC called for full tax exemption on security items.
Mr. Lincoln Lewis, TUC General Secretary on Plain Talk told television host Christopher Ram (see
chrisram.net) that the TUC had made its proposals to Minister in the Ministry of Finance Mr. Jaipaul Sharma.
Lewis was effusive in his praise of the Minister who he (Lewis) claimed demonstrated an informed and
incisive understanding of the issues facing workers. The seven page submission included recommendations
on GuySuCo, sports, money for village development, collective bargaining and taxation.
Little was said prior to the Budget on taxation despite some steep increases in roughly forty government fees
and taxes mainly under the Tax Act, announced in the 2016 Budget Speech. On that occasion, the Finance
Minister had indicated that the tax reform measures recommended by a Tax Reform Committee were not
reflected in the 2016 Budget because enough time had not been available to study them. In July 2016, the
Minister announced that an IMF team was invited to do an assessment of the VAT. He was quoted as saying
“we will take a look, and we will make a determination what reduction is feasible and when this reduction
can take place.” President David Granger meanwhile had expressed the view that the APNU+AFC in
opposition was hasty in promising a reduction of the 16% VAT rate during their first year in office.
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On the day of the Budget, the pro-business Stabroek News carried two pieces of considerable importance to
Guyana – sugar and the Guyana-Norway funding Agreement for this country’s Low Carbon Development
Strategy. Sugar, and GuySuCo, are addressed separately under Commentary and Analysis as the
announcement by the Government of its intention on sugar warrants more than a passing reference. On the
LCDS, the Norwegians are reporting that they are “awaiting more details on the main pillars of the green
economy and how it builds on the Low Carbon Development Strategy from 2009/2013”.
We have observed the episodic approach to matters concerning the LCDS by the Granger Administration and
are disappointed by the apparent lack of focus by the Minister responsible for the environment and the
Presidential Advisor on the environment. Clearly the government is torn between the attractions of oil and
fossil fuel on the one hand and the environment on the other. Its dilemma is no doubt compounded by any
aversion to the term LCDS for which former President Bharrat Jagdeo will want to take all the credit.
Ram & McRae’s internet-based pre-Budget survey sought to gauge expectations on nine items, satisfaction
with eleven measures presented in the 2016 budget and satisfaction on ten other items. Respondents were
also invited to submit any additional comments they considered necessary.
A significant number of 245 persons completed the full Survey while an additional 20 opted to complete the
expectations section only. In terms of expectations the top four items in descending order weighted for the
number of responses and preferences were an increase in the personal income tax threshold (4.43 out of 5);
reduction in the rate of personal income tax (4.37); an economic stimulus package (4.27) and fourth, a
reduction in the VAT rate or increasing the list of zero rated items (4.04). Implementation of tax reform
measures (4.02) dropped to fifth from fourth in respect of the 2016 budget expectations. Reduction in
Corporate tax rates (2.63) and increases in fiscal concessions for businesses (3.32) were the lowest ranked items
– the same ranking in respect of the 2016 budget expectations.
Increases in salaries and other benefits for public servants and teachers once again ranked high among other
wishes. Better benefits for pensioners, actions on crime, and infrastructure work were among other popular
recommendations. Many respondents took issue with the Hamilton Green Pension Bill, the increase in
ministers’ salaries and bickering between the ruling and opposition parties.
In terms of satisfaction, improving infrastructure ranked highest (2.89 out of 5), followed by the establishment
of a Code of Conduct (2.53) and improving public sector salaries (2.42) – despite a lack of progress in relation
to the latter two items. The Government scored poorly in its management of the economy (1.86), honouring
its pre-election promises (1.77) and its handling of crime (1.65).
Reviewing the 2016 budget measures, respondents expressed overwhelming satisfaction with the ban on
Styrofoam and exemption from customs duties of all bio-degradable containers used in the packaging of food
and beverages (4.14 out of 5), exemption from driver's licences and travel tax for persons over 65 years old
(3.73) and measures to ensure licences and tax exemptions are not granted unless tax returns are filed and
taxes due are paid (3.70). Significant negative reaction was expressed on the increases in licensing fees for
vehicles, fire arms, etc. (2.44), the ban on importation of vehicles over eight years old (2.74) and exemptions
from duties for foreign service officers and re-migrants (2.87).
More generally, the two issues which dominated the conventional, as well as social media, were the Durban
Park Project and the Hamilton Green Pension Bill. In both matters, the Government found itself on the
defensive and its own mixed and conflicting responses did nothing to enhance its diminishing reputation for
good and clean Government. These issues are addressed in our piece on page 48 of this publication on
Reputation Under Threat in Commentary and Analysis.
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Introduction
Budget 2017 is the earliest national budget to have ever been presented in post-Independent Guyana. It is
the third budget of the Coalition Government – and of Minister Jordan - in just over a year and half in office
and the first, in four decades, to be presented before the start of the fiscal year.
Budget 2017 represents the largest Budget ever presented in Guyana. At $250 billion, it is $20 billion or 8.6%
over Budget 2016 and $29 billion over Budget 2015.
The 2017 Budget is coming off a year in which the Minister reported a projected growth of 2.6%, the lowest
in recent years. Please refer to the table on page 67 of this publication for statistics. The Minister attributed
this to the several unexpected developments which “conspired” to reduce the growth rate. Tourism was not
identified by the Minister but it does not appear that there was any bounce from the huge Jubilee
celebrations and in fact, the statistics for visitor arrivals showed a decline in 2016 compared with 2015.
The presentation came against a backdrop of serious accusations of impropriety involving nearly a billion
dollars of cash and state assets and accusations of favouritism involving a former high level politician. The
year also saw the Finance Minister himself in a public exchange with the Auditor General over the latter’s
2015 report on the use of the Contingencies Fund. The Minister again resorted to the Contingencies Fund to
the tune of nearly $931 million for expenditure on the Jubilee celebrations.
For 2016, current revenue was budgeted at $173.3 billion, capital revenue and grants of $15.8 billion, current
expenditure at $161.4 billion, capital expenditure at $52.1 billion and an overall balance of deficit of $40.9
billion. The revised numbers, which of course include some level of projections given that 2016 is
incomplete, were mixed. Revenues are projected to surpass budget by $1.5 billion, offset by current
expenditure exceeding budget by $2.3 billion, capital expenditure falling short by $4.5 billion and the overall
deficit being $4 billion higher than budgeted. Most striking was the shortfall in capital revenues and grants
which are expected to fall short of budget by $9 billion. See table on page 33, Financial operations of the
Central Government.
The 2017 Budget projects current revenue to increase to $186 billion, current expenditure to $178 billion,
capital revenues to return to double figures ($13 billion), capital expenditure of $56.8 billion, debt charges of
approximately $15 billion and an overall deficit of $51 billion. In other words, the Government is projecting
that almost all of its capital programme and debt servicing to be financed by grants and loans from domestic
and external sources.
Apart from the total in dollar terms, of the budget, it is also the longest budget ever presented. Even without
appendices, the Budget runs to eighty-nine pages! Of these, twelve pages dealt with budget measures on
support for the Green Agenda; to reduce inequality and increase disposable income; to spur economic
growth; Value-Added Tax; improve Tax Administration; enhance revenue and measures to support the
elderly. Sweeping changes are proposed not only in the administration of the tax laws but also in their
contents.
No sooner had the Minister concluded his speech than the criticisms began. The debate, both in and out of
the National Assembly will be robust and it will be interesting to see whether the Minister will on his own
or under pressure from his colleagues roll back on some of his proposals. Some very influential groups are
affected by the proposals and they are unlikely to accept them without some resistance.
Debate on the budget is scheduled to begin next Monday and the Appropriation Act passed before the end
of this year. Whether December will be a month of good cheer with the Finance Minister as Santa will be
interesting indeed.
Ram & McRae
Chartered Accountants
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The positives in the Budget are overshadowed by the excessively long list of draconian and punitive
measures. For example, where a modest fine now obtains the Minister is proposing the extreme of jail time
of six months, which incidentally brings it within the threshold of a serious offence under the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering the Financing of Terrorism Act and therefore subject to civil forfeiture.
The Budget speech was long in directive and even longer in the measures announced. The Minister had in
two earlier budgets spoken of his plans to introduce tax reforms following two studies by local and regional
teams and his tax reform measures were bold, extensive and possibly revolutionary. Indeed, it would
require going back to the budgets of the early sixties to find anything close to the budget proposals.
Conscious of the public perception that crime is spiralling out of control the Minister was at pains to
highlight the policies and initiatives to be pursued by the police to arrest the crime situation.
The projected capital expenditure for the Police Force for 2017 is $915 million while the recurrent budget is
$10,998 million, including the recruitment of approximately 20% new police officers.
Ram & McRae continues to remind the authorities of the several studies including the Report of the
Disciplined Forces Commission of which President Granger was a prominent member. Security is not only a
front burner issue but constitutes a litmus test for the administration which boasts a large number of
persons with military and security experience.
Constitutional Reform
The Constitution of the Co-operative Republic of Guyana is the bedrock of governance and serves to secure
the fundamental rights and establish the rule of law for all Guyanese. The Government has again promised
constitutional and parliamentary reforms in the new year, stating that the Government will work
assiduously to accelerate the constitutional reform process.
In this regard, an administrative secretariat will be established to manage the reform process and support
the consultations, which are scheduled to begin in 2017. The Constitutional Reform Commission will hold
consultations in all ten administrative regions whereby over one hundred communities will be engaged in
consultations and hearings and the entire process is expected to last for at least two years. A sum of $80
million has been set aside for this process, in 2017.
Through the “Support for Criminal Justice System Programme”, the Government will reduce the burden on
the prison system by implementing a comprehensive institutional strengthening programme, aimed at
influencing the use of penal and rehabilitation policy and law. Their intended purpose is to reduce the use
of pre-trial detention for persons accused of minor, nonviolent, offences by aggressively promoting the use
of alternative sentencing options such as probation, community service, restitution, and fines.

Ram & McRae
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2016 Facts

Highlights



Growth in Real GDP of 2.6% compared with initial and revised targets of 4.4% and 4% respectively.
Growth was 3.0% in 2015.



Inflation is projected at a rate of 1.3% compared with an initial target of 2.0%. Negative inflation of
1.8% was recorded in 2015.



Overall balance of payments deficit of US$29.2 million compared with US$107.7 million in 2015,
improving by 72.9%.



The 91-day Treasury bill rate decreased marginally from 1.92% in 2015 to 1.89%.



The Central Bank rate of the Guyana dollar to the US dollar remained stable at $206.5 while the
average market commercial bank mid-rates for the US dollar and the Euro depreciated by 0.2% to
$208.21 and 2.0% to $226.17 respectively. The market mid-rates for the Pound Sterling and Canadian
Dollar appreciated by 12.3% to $273.93 and 0.3% to $158.82 respectively to September 2016.



Current Revenue of $174.8 billion compared with $161.7 billion in 2015, an increase of 8.1% and a
shortfall of $1.5 billion or 0.9% from that budgeted. Current Expenditure of $179.0 billion, an
increase of 10.9%.



Merchandise exports and imports are projected to increase by 19% to US$1.4 billion and by 4.4% to
US$1.6 billion respectively.



Current account deficit of US$100.8 million (2015: US$181.5 million); and net inflows on the capital
account of US$71.6 million (2015: US$71.4 million).



Overall fiscal deficit of $38.4 billion compared with $9.3 billion in 2015 and budgeted amount of
$33.2 billion.



Gross external reserves at September 30, 2016 for Bank of Guyana of US$610.4 million, an increase
from US$598.5 million in 2015, or 2.0%.

2017 Targets

Size of the Budget: $250Bn, 8.7% increase



Growth in Real GDP of 3.8%.



The inflation rate projected is 2.5%.



Balance of payments is expected to reverse from an overall deficit of US$29.2 million to an overall
surplus of US$20.0 million.



Current revenue of $186.02 billion, an increase of 6.4%. Current expenditure of $193.36 million, an
increase of 8.0%.



Current account to register a deficit of US$45.3 million. Capital account to register a surplus of
US$65.2 million compared with the revised and budgeted 2016 of US$71.6 million and US$163.1
million respectively.

Ram & McRae
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Overall fiscal deficit of $42.4 billion, an increase of 10%.

See more in 2017 Policy Issues and Targets on pages 23 to 27 and see Government of Guyana Financial Plan
2017 on pages 28 to 33.
Ram & McRae's Comments
1. 2016 showed the second lowest growth rate in the last decade, with a 2.3% in 2009. Average over the
last five years of 3.92% down from a high of 5.2% in 2013.
2. Despite the low growth rate, current revenues increased by 8.1%, which will partly be on account of
Government agencies now being required to pay VAT on several inputs.
3. New Consumer Price Index targeted for the end of 2017
4. In health care, extremely troubling declines in the socio-economic indicators (see Appendix B):
2014

2015

2016

Low birth-weight babies (<2500g.) as a % of live births
Severely malnourished
Moderately malnourished
Overweight (%)

11.7
0.3
1.9
7.8

11.9
0.3
2.1
8.7

12.8
0.6
3.8
11.1

Change
from
2015-16
(0.9)
(0.3)
(1.7)
(2.4)

1 year olds Immunised against DPT/ (Pentavalent) (%)
1 year olds Immunised against MMR, Yellow Fever (%)
1 year olds Immunised against polio (%)
1 year olds Immunised against TB, BCG (%)

98.0
100.0
97.0
99.0

96.0
90.6
96.0
90.0

73.0
69.0
70.0
75.0

(23.0)
(21.6)
(26.0)
(15.0)

Reported Serious Crimes (Number)

3,688

3,925

2,894

1,031

The crime numbers may be correct however, the perception is of a different reality with a spike in
robberies, some of which may not be included in the serious crimes statistics.
`

Ram & McRae
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Review 2016
Financial Review
Current Revenue expected to be earned in 2016 amounts to $174,803 million exceeding the budget by $1,478
million. Internal Revenue and Customs & Trade Administration receipts are expected to surpass their budgets
by $3,382 million and $2,059 million respectively, while Value Added Tax (VAT) & Excise Tax will record a
shortfall, when compared to budget, by $6,567 million. See Financial Operations of Central Government
(Accounting Classification) on page 32.
More specifically, Corporation Taxes and Income Tax on the self-employed will exceed budget by $1,459
million and $2,175 million respectively. VAT which was budgeted to bring in $38,869 million will fall short of
that target by $2,901 million. Excise Tax is expected to fall short of budget by $3,695 million. No explanation
or reference to these shortfalls was offered by the Minister in his Speech.
A review of the expenditure reveals that Personal Emoluments will be below budget by $883 million but Other
Goods & Services will exceed budget by $1,095 million. Transfer payments were budgeted at $66,674 million
but are expected to come in at $68,802 million, an increase of $2,128 million when compared to budget. This
may in fact be a net figure as subsidies to GuySuCo were reported in the media to have increased.
Interest Expenditure for 2016 is expected to amount to $5,544 million compared with budget of $6,615 million,
a saving of $1,071 million.
The current balance in 2016 is projected at $2,607 million against a budget of $2,402 million, due in large
measure to lower realised current expenditure.
Capital revenue and grants will amount to $6,773 million compared with budget of $15,803 million while
Capital Expenditure of $47,607 million will fall short of budget by $4,577 million, or 8.8%.
Debt repayment of $6,766 million is projected at $164 million less than budget with the entire amount being
on the External debt.
The overall balance on financial operations for 2016 is expected to be $44,993 million compared to a budget of
$40,909 million. The overall balance is expected to be financed from external ($14,608 million) and domestic
($30,385 million) sources.
Given the commendably early presentation of the 2017 Budget some indication of the meaning of Revised 2016 and
whether it includes actual up to a given date and projections to year end would have been helpful.

Ram & McRae
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Sectoral Performance
INDUSTRY

Forecast
2017
%

Forecast
2016
%

Revised Forecast
2016
%

Actual
2015
%

6.9

(0.4)

(10.5)

6.9

25.9
2.3
2.0
2.5
6.5
5.8

2.9
(6.9)
3.5
0.5
1.8

(17.3)
(22.3)
25.0
(2.9)
19.7
(33.2)

56.8
8.3
2.5
5.9
(12.7)
(9.1)

9.1

22.8

57.2

1.7

Bauxite
Gold
Other

13.7
6.8
24.4

27.0
15.5

(1.9)
70.4
25.7

(19.7)
2.9
15.4

Manufacturing
Sugar
Rice
Other Manufacturing

4.4
25.9
2.3
1.2

0.9
2.9
(3.5)
2.6

(4.0)
(16.4)
(8.0)
0.9

9.5
55.0
4.2
5.0

Electricity and Water

4.5

3.0

17.6

49.2

5.0
11.0
4.4
2.8
5.8
0.0
2.2
2.1
7.1
9.9

10.5
4.0
4.3
2.8
3.6
0.0
2.2
2.1
7.1
9.9

5.8
(0.6)
12.7
2.1
1.0
2.5
1.4
1.5
2.5
1.9

(7.7)
(11.2)
8.4
2.9
(3.3)
5.0
7.0
11.2
4.5
6.5

Agriculture, Fishing and
Forestry
Sugar
Rice
Other Crops
Livestock
Fishing
Forestry
Mining and Quarrying

Construction
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Transportation and Storage
Information and Communication
Financial and Insurance Activities
Public Administration
Education
Health and Social Services
Real Estate Activities
Other Service Activities

Source: Estimates of the Public Sector (Vol. 1 Appendix H) Ram & McRae’s computations
The Table shows the sectoral growth, budgeted and forecasts for 2016 and actual 2015. For convenience, we
also show the projections for 2017.
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The Global Economy
Global Economic growth is expected to reach 3.1% for 2016 while in the Caribbean region and Latin American,
the Minister, in his speech, mentioned that 2016 has been a difficult year and economies are expected to
contract by 0.9%. The Caribbean region is expecting a growth of 1.5% in 2017. Even though growth is expected,
the Caribbean region is still faced with the seasonal unpredictable weather condition.
The Domestic Economy
Target
2017
2.6%
2.5%

Real GDP Growth
Inflation Rate

Revised
2016
2.0%
1.3%

Target
2016
4.4%
2.0%

Actual
2015
3.0%
-1.8%

Source: Annual Budget Speeches
Per Capita GDP
The per capita GDP saw continuous growth over the years with an increase from US$3,723.59 million in 2015
to US$4,000.8 million in 2016 as shown below.

US $ 'MLN

5,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00

Per Capita GDP

1,000.00
0.00
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Year
Source: Annual Budget Speeches
There are two issues regarding Gross Domestic Product and they are as follows:
a.
b.

The benefits may not flow equitably to all Guyanese. Indeed in the case of the foreign owned extractive
sector, the benefit to the country may be minimal.
GDP is no measure of human development.
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Domestic Debt
The Minister announced that domestic debt is expected to increase by 11.1% by the end of 2016. The level of
Domestic Debt during the years 2009 – 2016 is shown in the table below:
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

G$Bn
87.0
100.5
104.9
98.5
98.8
78.4
81.7
90.8

Source: Annual Budget Speeches
The Domestic Debt includes only central government borrowing and therefore excludes any borrowings by
public corporations and non-interest bearing debt, such as the Special Issue of Government of Guyana
Securities by the Bank of Guyana.
It is generally used to finance budget deficits and in an illiquid market can cross out private borrowings.
External Debt
The table below shows that over the period 1999 – 2016, the external debt has decreased by US$52 million.
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

US$Bn
1.211
1.193
1.197
1.247
1.199
1.188
1.214
1.043
0.719

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

US$Bn
0.834
0.933
1.043
1.206
1.359
1.246
1.216
1.143
1.159

Source: BOG Statistics and Budget Speech – All shown at December 31 with the exception of 2016, which is shown as
at September 2016.
Using traditional measures, the external debt is sustainable and does not pose any threat. On the other hand,
the international reserves as at October stand at US$625.8 million representing 3.9 months of imports.
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Balance of payments
The balance of payments showed a deficit of US$29.2 million in 2016, an increase of US$76.8 million than in
2015. The balance on the Current Account was negative US$100.8 million, significantly better than both
budgeted 2016 and actual 2015 amounts. Balance on the Capital Account amounted to US$71.6 million when
compared to budget for 2016 of US$163.1 million. In 2017, the capital account is projected to register growth
to US$65.2 million reflecting an increase in capital inflows and foreign direct investment.
Balance of Payments
Stated in US$ Mn

Budget
2017

Revised
2016

Budget
2016

Actual
2015

CURRENT ACCOUNT

(45.3)

(100.8)

(116.9)

(181.5)

Merchandise trade (net)
Services (net)
Transfers

(137.7)
(200.5)
292.8

(185.5)
(189.8)
274.4

(316.7)
(237.3)
437.1

(340.4)
(257.6)
416.5

65.2
17.5
(43.8)
137.5
(46.0)

71.6
12.7
(44.3)
143.9
(40.7)

163.1
11.4
(38.9)
255.6
(65.0)

71.4
18.5
(94.8)
125.1
22.7

-

-

-

2.3

19.9

(29.2)

46.3

(107.8)

CAPITAL ACCOUNT
Capital Transfers
Non - financial public sector (net)
Private capital
Short term capital
Errors and Omissions
Overall balance

Source: Estimates of the Public Sector (Vol. 1 Appendix K)
Banking and Interest Rates
There was a slight increase in the 91-day Treasury bill rate to 1.85% while the rate of interest on savings remain
at 1.26%. The weighted average lending rate decreased from 10.65% to 10.71% still reflecting the wide spread
which fuels the profitability of the banking sector. Most borrowers pay rates that are higher than the weighted
average lending rate while the banks’ effective borrowing rate is lower than the savings rate as most demand
deposit accounts earn no interest. Despite the spread, both loans and deposits have continued an upward
trajectory.
The following chart shows the spread earned by the commercial banks as the financial rates continue to
decline.
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Percentage

Financial Rates
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

T/Bill Rate
Prime Lending Rate
Savings Rate

Year
Source: BOG Statistics
The public stuck –– lending rates are still too high while deposit rates are extremely low. This is a measure of
the lack of competition among the banks and the paucity of investment options in the economy.

G$ 'Bln

Commercial Bank Liquidity
400
350
300
250
200
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100
50
0

Total Deposits
Total Loans
Liquid Asset - Surplus
Year

Source: BOG Statistics
While Total Deposits and Liquid Assets both experienced increases by 6% and 0.24% respectively, Total Loans
reduced by an insignificant 1% to G$141.3 billion.
The Exchange Rate
The value of the Guyana dollar to the US dollar remains the same when compared to 2015 (see Highlights on
page 7 for changes in market rates for the US dollar and other currencies).
Ram & McRae’s Comments
1. The output for several sectors stand out in comparison with the prior year as follows:
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Bauxite (tonnes)*
Gold (ounces)
Rice (tonnes)
Sugar (tonnes)

Guyana’s National Budget 2017
2016

2015

1,484,034
644,814
600,000
188,000

1,354,046
451,490
687,784
231,145

Change
129,988
193,324
(87,784)
(43,145)

9.6
42.8
(12.8)
(18.7)

*Bauxite tonnes for 2016 was shown as a percentage in the Budget Speech
Source: 2016 and 2017 Budget Speeches
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2016 Legislation
The following Table shows by number the principal and subsidiary legislation passed in 2016:
Type of Legislation

Total

Acts assented to
Regulations issued
Orders made

22
6
17

Relevant to Business
Community
4
3
2

Appendix
Reference
A1
A2
A3

Ram & McRae’s comments
Twenty two Acts were passed and assented to up to the 28th of November 2016. Bills read for the first time
and pending at the date of the Budget were: Animal Welfare Bill 2016; Food and Safety Bill 2016 and Prime
Minister Hamilton Green Pension Bill 2016.
A Private Members Bill, the Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (Control (Amendment) Bill 2015
has been languishing on the Order Paper, while the Cyber Crimes Bill 2016 has been referred to a Special
Select Committee.
The four Acts of business significance passed in 2016 were the Credit Reporting Amendment Act 2016, the
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing of Terrorism (Amendment) Act 2016, the Insurance
Act 2016 and the Telecommunications Act 2016.
Page 15 of Budget Focus 2016 set out our brief comments on the amendments to the Credit Reporting Act
and readers may consult that publication by going to ramandmcrae.com. The amendment also helps to make
the use of the Credit Bureau a standard feature of lending in Guyana, aimed at making decisions on the
extension of credit more effective.
The amendments to the Anti-Money Laundering Act touched nine sections and also amends four other
Acts, including the Companies Act. As a result of these and three earlier amendment Acts, the original AntiMoney Laundering Act of 2009 is hardly recognisable. We therefore repeat our recommendation from last
year that a consolidated act needs to be prepared for the benefit of the legal profession, the law enforcement
agencies, including SOCU and its sister agency SARA, as well as the judiciary.
Insurance Act
A substantially new Insurance Act was passed over the objections of the opposition PPP/C making
sweeping changes to the ways the industry is regulated and setting out comprehensive procedures on how
those companies operate. Finance Minister Winston Jordan rejected calls by the parliamentary opposition
for the Bill to be referred to a Select Committee.
The Act, which had gone through at least two Bills, vests responsibility for the supervision of the insurance
sector in the Bank of Guyana whose functions in relation to the sector include making best efforts to ensure
that the operations of insurance companies and other persons are properly monitored and consistently
enforced. Other persons include actuaries, auditors, insurance agents and brokers although the extent of the
regulator’s powers varies depending on the person’s role.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Guyana had been engaged with the Bank of Guyana since the Bill
was in its preliminary stages. Reports are that the ICAG had succeeded in some changes in those earlier
stages but that the Bank of Guyana held out once the latest Bill was circulated. As a result the Act contains a
Ram & McRae
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number of provisions which are extremely unpopular to the accounting profession. What is hard to
understand is the insistence of the Bank of Guyana on imposing rules on auditors of insurance companies
which do not apply to auditors of financial institutions it supervises.
The Bank is given power under the Act to impose administrative penalties ranging from zero dollars to $20
million or more depending on the nature of the breach and the severity of the outcome. The Act provides for
an Appeals Board appointed by the Minister of Finance and for appeals to the Court against decisions of the
Bank, except where the Act purports to oust the jurisdiction to the Court.
The Act consists of 262 sections and two schedules of provisions that in many cases are set out in very
technical terms. It would be very surprising if this Act does not cause much controversy in the short term.
Ram & McRae wonders whether the Act does not unduly extend the functions and stretch the capacity of
the Bank of Guyana whose principal functions are set out in the Bank of Guyana Act. Those functions are
the issue of currency, the regulation of money supply and fostering domestic price stability through the
promotion of stable credit and exchange conditions.
The Stabroek News of July 22 reported the Minister of Finance as declaring that the Bank of Guyana is ready
to undertake its mandate but that “even if this was not so, it should not prevent the bill from being passed.”
Despite this qualified confidence in the Bank, the Minister is yet to name a commencement date for the Act.
Since 2009, Ram & McRae had recommended the establishment of a Financial Services Commission (FSC)
under which the supervisory functions of the Bank of Guyana, Securities Council and the Office of the
Commissioner of Insurance should be brought.
The Telecommunications Act
The Telecommunications Act 2016, long in gestation was finally passed and assented to in 2016. Successive
administrations have agonised and hesitated over a Telecommunications Act long before a first draft in 2011
which was referred to a Special Select Committee and which resulted in a number of major and minor
amendments.
A major issue was the monopoly held by the Guyana Telephone and Telegraph Company (GTT) over on
international voice and data services. The current Government has continued the episodic negotiations to
end the latter’s monopoly with a targeted conclusion at the end of 2016. Mr. Lance Hinds, an adviser to the
Minister of Public Telecommunications, has ruled out compensating GTT for the remaining term of its
licence to 2025 but that expectation may be based more on wishful thinking than legal considerations.
In 2016, President Granger added a Ministry of Public Telecommunications making his Administration the
largest by number of Ministries in post-Independence Guyana. Yet, there has been no pronouncement by
Minister Cathy Hughes on when the Government proposes to bring this Act into force.
This penchant for an increasing number of ill-named Ministries rather than giving effect to enacted
legislation does little to make governmental service more efficient or citizen friendly.
This is wholly unsatisfactory and we believe that only by constitutionalising the number of ministries with a
requirement for a two-thirds vote in the National Assembly to increase that number will governments take
their obligation to manage the country competently seriously.
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Tax Acts
Ram & McRae was premature in its praise of the Ministers announcement in his 2016 budget presentation of
an “amendment to (the) Income Tax Act to … allow the Commissioner General to apply a refund towards outstanding
taxes, levy, interest or penalties payable by any person and for the Commissioner General to refund any excess
remaining to the person.”
The Minister had prefaced his proposal by acknowledging that the taxpaying public was of the view that
“once their money gets into the hands of the GRA, it is not coming back out.”
When put into effect, the amendment to the Act had one positive benefit – the GRA started applying
refunds due to taxpayers to settle amounts due by taxpayers. For some however, this resulted in the use of
refunds against taxes assessed but disputed.
But on that “vexed question of refunds,” as the Minister puts it, there was no change in the way the GRA
operated. The GRA claimed that it was still unable to refund the net amount due to taxpayers until the
Minister released the necessary funding.
On the issue of amendments to the laws to ensure that taxpayers met their obligations prior to be issued
with licences and concessions, we cautioned that the implementation could become unnecessarily
burdensome if not carefully structured. No one seems to have listened. Consequently, entities which were in
the initial process of investing hundreds of millions of dollars in the Guyana economy to develop our
industries have been unnecessary stymied in the name of ‘compliance’.
Other Acts
Our review of both principal and subsidiary legislation in 2016 reflects a deteriorating standard of legal
drafting although some of the errors needed no more than common sense and a reasonable knowledge of
English. For example, there were two Orders – 11 and 12 - for the compulsory acquisition of property but
when after much public criticisms the Government reversed its decision, it did so only in respect of one of
those Orders and even then, the reversal Order was published without an Order number being assigned to
it!
It is unclear whether these deficiencies will be addressed by the amendment to the Law Reform Commission
Act or whether legal drafting at the central level and within ministries will remain as they are. Ram &
McRae believes strongly that the National Assembly should have an experienced, competent draftsman
whose job includes reviewing legislation before they are brought to the National Assembly.
The amendments to the Law Reform Commission Act provide for three of the maximum seven
commissioners – the Chairman and two others – to have substantial experience and to be full time
Commissioners. The Guyana Bar Association had criticised this composition since it did not consider it
realistic to attract three competent legal persons to fill these positions. One year after the amendments, there
is no indication that we are any closer to establishing the Commission.
There has been a similar lack of action on the amendment to the Coroners’ Act providing for the
appointment of lay coroners. Indeed, the situation is much worse than may at first appear with no Coroners’
Inquest in the deaths of several prisoners at the Camp Street Jail or the two children in the care and custody
of the Child Protection Agency. The appointment of Commissions of Inquiry by the President may be
enough to satisfy the political directorate but does not meet the minimum requirements of the law.
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The amendment to the Financial Administration and Audit Act by Act 8 of 2016 granting exemptions from
want-of-entry charges, stamp duty and environmental tax to a range of persons would be welcome in part
by one of the beneficiary groups, charitable and non-profitable organisations. Their needs however are far
wider and include specific regulatory legislation and under clearly defined circumstances, exemption from
principal taxes such as corporation tax, customs duty and property and capital gains taxes.
Of some significance too is that by the month of October, the Minister of Finance brought to the National
Assembly three Bills for supplementary finance. The total amount involved was $8.1 billion on the capital
budget and $4.4 billion on the recurrent budget. A further examination shows that some $931 million
required funds from the Contingencies Fund.
Regulations
None of the regulations issued in 2016 is controversial or warrants any comment other than the paucity of
such regulations which are required to give effect to and set out the procedural framework for principal
legislation.
One clear and relevant example would be the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing of
Terrorism Act which allows for regulations to provide for lower standards in the case of low risk customers
of financial institutions. The unconditional and undifferentiated harsh standards set out in the Act make the
opening of a bank account a formidable deterrent and an unintended consequence of the one size fits all
legislative framework rammed down the throat of Guyana.
Draft regulations under the Telecommunications Act were released in October 2016 for public comment.
Orders
Order 10 of 2016 gives effect to a production sharing petroleum agreement. The entities named in Order 10
are exempt from several principal tax laws but in lieu of taxes will be contributing to the state mainly by
way of profit oil, i.e. a share of oil produced after costs are covered.
Orders 11 and 12 were made by Public Infrastructure Minister David Patterson seeking to compulsorily
acquire two private properties. The decision was reversed in the face of widespread criticisms and apparent
disagreement between ministers on who may have been responsible for the unsavoury episode.
An unnumbered Order issued under the hand of Minister Patterson purporting to reverse the decision was
carelessly drafted and revoked only Order 12 leaving Order 11 still very much part of the law.
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Unfinished Business
This section highlights key unresolved issues from important pronouncements of earlier years under two
broad headings: National issues and Campaign promises.
Some longstanding matters have been advanced, even if the results are yet to be felt. After more than a decade,
the Public Procurement Commission is a reality and so are local Government Elections but the important
Local Government Commission is still to be named. The Telecommunications Act is now in place but the
authority to effect it is yet to be announced. And in the administration of justice, the long awaited Civil
Procedure Rules of 2016 have been published with practically no public information on its implementation.
Not only should these Rules help in making the Courts more efficient, but they remove any excuse for not
bringing the Judicial Review Act into operation.
National Issues:
1. Electoral Reform including reform of the model of the Guyana Elections Commission and Campaign
Financing. The Carter Model for the 1992 Elections of a political party dominated GECOM remains in
place.
No party it seems is willing to engage the issue of campaign financing and they all solicit and receive
donations which they then spend in the most untransparent and unlawful manner. To compound the
situation, one party leader unabashedly stated that donors can expect favours for their contributions.
2. The Prime Minister has had responsibility for bringing a Code of Conduct for Ministers, public officials
and politicians. He has had specific proposals for more than one year.
3. The Prime Minister has also been assigned responsibility for leading constitutional reform process which
his party the AFC championed while in opposition. The Manifesto of the APNU+AFC promised to
strengthen freedom of speech, reduction of the power of the President and a Bill of Rights. Workload is
not an explanation or excuse open to the Prime Minister.
4. Four years after the 2012 Census, the Bureau of Statistics still seems unable to complete the report. A
census is a very important measuring tool. The responsible minister needs to let the Bureau know that
this delay is completely unacceptable.
5. Law Revision and Law Reform: The Laws of Guyana as they were published by the former Attorney
General were so riddled with errors as to make them unusable. But progress under the current Attorney
General has been unacceptably slow. He has too the responsibility for making the Law Reform
Commission a reality. Passing laws with built in majorities is one thing: putting them into effect is equally
important. See Commentary and analysis for a further discussion on the law revision issue.
6. Contract employees: Contract employees now occupy many of the senior positions in the public sector
and costs are rising. See commentary and analysis for a further discussion on this matter.
7. The role of NICIL which inhabits that grey area in the Companies Act referred to as Government
company. The failure is even more striking given the controversy surrounding the payment of US$5
million for the sale of the Government shares in GT&T that saw a NICIL director and its Secretary going
to China to trace those funds.
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8. Resolution of the wages issue with the public sector workers’ unions. The Government can hardly be held
entirely responsible for the state of inaction. The leadership of the main Public Service Union itself does
not seem too interested in pushing for a solution.
Campaign Promises:
Key campaign promises not kept include:
•

Significant salary increases for all categories of government workers: At a great cost to its reputation
the only significant increases were to cabinet members while public servants receive only modest
increases.

•

National Cane Workers and Cane Farmers Conference: This would have been that opportunity to give
effect to Articles 13 and 149 C on participation in areas of decision making directly affecting persons.

•

Investigative Commission on Corruption: Even before it reaches the one-third stage of its tenure, the
Government is forced to defend itself against charges of nepotism, cronyism and corruption involving
some of its senior members, including a co-leader of one of the coalition partners.
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2017 Policy Issues and Targets
Policy issues
The Minister of Finance, Mr. Winston Jordan, presented the third budget of the APNU/AFC Coalition –
with the theme “Building a Diversified, Green Economy: Delivering the Good Life to All Guyanese.”
The Minister dealt at length with the Government’s Agenda for 2017 with the following principal issues
being discussed:
1. Macroeconomic Stability: The Government has enacted policies to support continuing macroeconomic
stability.
2. Green State Development: The Government has a Green Agenda which spans social, environmental, and
economic sustainability issues.
3. Constitutional Reform: The Government seeks to accelerate the constitutional reform process and as such
will establish an administrative secretariat to manage the reform process.
4. Local Government Systems: Local Government Elections were successfully held on March 18, 2016 after
twenty-two years.
5. Justice Reform: The Government continues to place the highest priority on the maintenance of a strong
justice system. New Civil Procedure Rules laid in the National Assembly.
6. Meeting International and Domestic Legal Obligations: The Government asserts that the development of
all elements of good governance, within a framework of transparency, equality, broad based citizen
participation, and rule of law, is both fundamental and continuous.
7. Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financial Terrorism: The strengthening of our legislative
framework to further enhance the capacity to prevent money laundering and arrest the financing of
terrorism.
8. Social Cohesion: The Government is committed to creating a society that is characterised by mutual
respect and tolerance.
9. Better Government: Strategic planning is a key priority for the Government and as such the Caribbean
Development Bank has been engaged to rebuild the Government’s capacity to plan at a national level.
10. Emerging and Transformative Sectors: Guyana is expected to be a significant oil producer within the
next five years if all goes as scheduled. The Government also seeks to improve tourism’s contribution to
economic growth.
11. National Security: The Government will expend $29.1 billion to restore public confidence in our security
sector.
12. Foreign Policy, Economic Diplomacy, and Diaspora Relations: In 2017, Guyana will be chairing the 28th
Inter-Sessional Meeting of the Conference of Heads of Government of the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM).
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13. Harnessing Our Human Capital: Implementation of $337.4 million Programme for Emergency Education
Reform (PEER), which will provide an initial and rapid response to the deficiencies in the education system.
Needs to have steps to retain home grown skills and attract those in the Diaspora.
14. Moulding a Healthy Nation: The Government has allocated $2 billion for the improvement and
maintenance of health infrastructure countrywide.
Targets
Overall real growth is projected at 3.8% in 2017 with the non-sugar economy and the sugar economy
projected to grow by 3.7% and 10.6% respectively. The following graph presents the percentage of
contribution to GDP at 2006 prices by various sectors:
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Source: Estimates of the Public Sector
The primary industry groups are addressed separately below. In the other sectors, Transportation and
Storage Activity recorded the highest average growth of 10.45% over the five years to 2016. Growth in this
sector for 2017 is expected to decrease to 2.0% from the 3.0% growth seen in 2016. The Construction sector
recorded average growth of 3.65% for the five years to 2016 and a significant 5% growth in 2017 is
anticipated. Growth in other areas is expected at 2.9% in 2017.
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Agriculture, Fishing and Forestry
The following graph presents percentage of growth over the period 2011 to 2017:
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Source: Estimates of the Public Sector
Of these sectors, the Rice sector recorded the highest growth of 8.15% over the five year period to 2016;
however no growth is estimated for 2017. Over the five year period to 2016, the fishing sector experienced a
decline of 2.94%, and after an increase of 11.8% in 2016 is expected to rebound in 2017 with growth of 2.5%.
Agriculture, fishing and forestry sector recognised a stable increase of 0.75% for the five year period to 2016
and a decline of 9.5% and an increase of 4.2% for 2016 and 2017 (projected) respectively. The other crops
overall growth for the five year period to 2016 was 3.8%, 2.5% growth was achieved for 2016 and 4.4% is
expected for 2017.
Mining and Quarrying
The following graph presents the percentage of growth over the period 2011 to 2017:
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In the five years to 2016, Gold grew by 12.18% and Bauxite declined by 2.64%. The Other Mining sectors
grew by 12.83%. Growth is expected in 2017 of 7.6% in gold, 9.8% in Bauxite and 8.0% in Other Mining.
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Manufacturing
The following graph presents the percentage of growth over the period 2011 to 2017:
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A 1.2% growth is projected for 2016 in Other Manufacturing while a 10.6% growth is expected in Sugar
Manufacturing. Overall manufacturing is expected to increase by 1.9%.
Monetary Policy & Inflation
The rate of inflation (Urban Consumer Price Index – Georgetown) for 2017 is projected at 2.5% compared to
the projected for 2016 of 1.3%. Food inflation in 2016 was 4.1% with the four years to 2015 registering 2.6%.
Prices for Transport and communication decreased in 2016 to a rate of 0.4%. Medical and Personal Care
inflation in 2016 was 0.7%. Footwear and repairs registered a 2.8% decrease.
Balance of Payments
The Minister projects the overall balance on the balance of payments to increase to a surplus US$20.00
million from a deficit of US$29.2 million in 2016. On the trade side, merchandise exports are projected to
increase by 6.0% to US$1.5 billion. Merchandise imports are expected to rise by 2.2% to US$1.6 billion. With
net imports of services at US$200.5 million, and private transfers of US$292.8 million, a net deficit of US$45.3
million is projected on the current account.
The capital account is projected to have a surplus of US$65.2 million in 2017 (US$163.1 million in 2016). In
this account, a net inflow of US$93.7 million is expected from medium and long term capital while a net
outflow of US$46 million is expected on short term capital.
Ram & McRae’s comments
1. Sugar is a critical issue – does the Government have a plan for the adsorption of the sugar workforce
who may be released? Turnaround is the responsibility of the corporation but redundancy and
absorption are the responsibility of the state.
2. The Minister announced a number of measures for Green State Development, including the idea of wind
farms, which is welcome. However the broader vision, goals and targets are at this stage elusive and it
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would be interesting to know whether it the Government still believe it is criminal to pursue Amaila
Falls.
3. The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financial Terrorism Act is proving to be a serious
bottleneck in low risk situations. The Government has the authority to make regulations to address this
problem and should do so urgently.
4. Constitutional Reform: The question is however, whether the Government sees itself as driving this
process instead of the Parliamentary Standing Committee for Constitutional Reform. The signals are that
this Government, including the President himself, believes in strengthening the powers of the President
which is indirect opposition to the commitments of the secondary coalition partners and indeed a
significant portion of the Guyanese populace.
5. The government needs to adopt a stringent Code of Conduct and have a functioning Integral
Commission is place.
6. Local Government Commission is still to be set up while the process of allocating funds to Local
Democratic organisations remains opaque.
7. Social Cohesion: There needs to be more than platitudes and real meaning consultation and conventions
in and out of the National Assembly.
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The Government of Guyana Financial Plan 2017
The Government's projected Financial Plan for 2017 is summarised on page 33 of this Publication. The current
balance projects a surplus of $1,631 million, a decrease of $976 million or 37.4% over revised 2016. After capital
receipts of $186,022 million and expenditure of $177,529 million, the plan projects an overall deficit of $50,949
million compared to a deficit of $44,993 million in 2016, 35.8% of which is expected to be financed by
borrowings from external sources and 64.2% from domestic sources.
The main elements of the 2017 Plan are:
Total current revenues are projected to increase by $11,219 million to $186,022 million or by 6.4%. Of this, the
Guyana Revenue Authority is expected to account for revenues of $162,592 million or 87.4% of total revenue,
an increase of $13,311 million or 8.9% when compared to 2016.
Customs and Trade Taxes

Budgeted
2017

Value Added and Excise Taxes

Revised 2016

Internal Revenue
Dividends, Other Taxes, Stamp
Duties, Fines, Fees, etc.

Actual 2015

Miscellaneous Receipts
2,000

27,000

52,000

77,000

102,000

127,000

152,000

Analysis of current revenue by type
Source: National Estimates (G$ millions)
Of the GRA’s collections, the Internal Revenue is projected to bring in $67,055 million compared with $67,797
million in 2016, a 1.1% increase, while Value-Added and Excise Taxes are expected to earn $79,700 million
compared to $65,972 million in 2016, an increase of 20.8%. Collections by the Customs and Trade
Administration are anticipated to be $15,837 million, an increase of $326 million or 2.1%.
Guyana’s experience with VAT shows how excessive taxes became a feature of the system. VAT was over
estimated by more than $12.6 billion or 49% on its introduction but was never adjusted despite the
commitment to revenue neutrality. VAT now accounts for 24% of GRA’s revenue. For a broader discussion
on VAT see commentary and analysis section.
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Analysis of Internal Revenue by type of taxpayer

Source: Estimates of the Public Sector, Volume 1. All amounts shown are actual except 2015 and 2017 being revised
and budgeted respectively (G$ millions)
Total Current non-interest expenditure is projected to increase by $10,877 million from $166,652 million to
$177,529 million for 2017. Personal emoluments of $54,845 million represents an increase of 11.9% or $5,835
million over the revised figures for 2016.
200
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Expenditure
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Capital
Expenditure
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Interest
Expenditure
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2011

2012
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2014

2015

Expense trends from 2008 to 2017

2016

2017

Source: Estimates of the Public Sector, Volume 1. All amounts shown as actual except 2016 and 2017 being revised and
budgeted respectively (G$ millions)
Capital revenue and grants in 2017 are projected to increase by 94.2% or $6,379 million to $13,152 million of
which HIPC and MDRI will contribute $1,485 million while Project and Programme funds are also projected
to increase by $6,389 million or 121%. China, IDB and CDB were the major providers of loans while the EU,
Norway, IDB and CDB provided grant funds. China did not provide any grants.
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Analysis of capital revenue by type

Budgeted 2016

Miscellaneous
Capital Revenue
External Grants

Revised 2015

External Loans
Actual 2014

-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

Source: National Estimates (G$ millions)
Capital expenditure of $56,758 million represents a projected increase of $9,152 million or 19.2% over revised
2016 of $47,607 million. The top five ministries in terms of capital expenditure are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ministry of Public Infrastructure;
Ministry of Finance;
Ministry of Agriculture;
Ministry of Indigenous Affairs;
Ministry of Public Security

The big ticket items of capital expenditure include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

$15,185 million on the Ministry of Public Infrastructure programmes of which $607 million represents
provision for highway lighting, sidewalks, $295 million for provision for barge and docking of
vessels, $220 million for completion and rehabilitation of bridges, $1,115 million for the completion
and construction and rehabilitation of roads and drains in various communities, $1,053 million for
roads and drains in urban areas, $1,400 million for upgrading of highway, and $1,175 million for the
provision of studies and rehabilitation, etc.;
$9,028 million has been allocated to the modernisation and upgrade of the Cheddi Jagan International
Airport;
$3,195 million for upgrades to the Ministry of Finance;
$2,335 million for the upgrading of the West Demerara Highway from Vreed-en-Hoop to Parika;
$2,303 million for the completion and rehabilitation of Hinterland roads and payment of retention;
$2,106 million to the Ministry of Agriculture of which $1,260 million represents completion,
construction and rehabilitation of drainage and irrigation canals, pump stations, other structures and
payment of retention, etc.;
$1,471 million was allocated to the Ministry of Indigenous Affairs of which $1,342 million represents
a provision for Amerindian development programme and projects, etc.;
$1,346.5 million on Crops and Livestock Support Services of which $635 million represents provision
for agricultural infrastructure, $100 million for the provision of agriculture census, centres and
processing facilities, etc.;
$537 million for the provision for prisons, quarters, kitchen, headquarters and payment of retention;
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•

$430 million for completion, construction and rehabilitation of police stations, buildings, quarters and
payment of retention.

We also address the allocation of current and capital expenditures allocation in Who Gets What in 2017 on
page 34.
Interest expenditure is projected to increase by 23.8% or $1,318 million to $6,862 million. Domestic interest is
projected to increase by $236 million or 12.5%, while interest on external debt is projected to increase by $1,083
million or 30%.
The principal element of debt repayments is projected at $8,974 million (2016: $6,766 million), made up of
domestic debt repayments of a projected $280 million (2016: $36 million), while external debt repayments are
projected to increase to $8,694 million (2016: $6,731 million). During 2017, domestic and external debt service
as a percentage of current revenue increased to 4.8% in comparison with 3.9% in 2016 revised.
The projected overall deficit of $50,949 million is expected to be financed by external borrowings of $18,244
million and from domestic sources of $32,706 million.
Ram & McRae’s Comments
1. The deficit projected is one of the highest in recent years and will have to be financed by both external and
domestic borrowings.
2. Personal emoluments have increased from $31,345 million in 2011 to a projected $54,845 million in 2017,
an increase of 43%. As a percentage of current expenditure, personal emoluments has shown an upward
trend in comparison with total current expenditure and is displayed in the graph below.
180,000

GY$ '000

150,000

Total
Current
Expenditure

120,000
90,000

Personal
Emoluments

60,000
30,000
-

2011

2012

2013

2014

YEARS

2015

2016

2017

Source: National Estimates 2011 to 2017
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3. Using the breakdown of expenditure in table 9 Abstract of Current Expenditure by Chart of Accounts, we
draw attention to wages and salaries of contract employees as a percentage of total wages and salaries:
Wages and Salaries
6111 Administrative
6112/3 Technical/Skilled
6114 Clerical and Office Staff
6115 Semi Skilled and Unskilled
6116 Contracted Employees
6117 Temporary

2014

2015

2016 Revised

2017 Budget

15.66
31.33
11.38
10.41
29.74
1.49
100.00

15.26
31.43
11.39
10.33
30.23
1.36
100.00

14.75
31.70
12.22
10.80
29.29
1.24
100.00

13.74
30.16
13.30
11.67
29.46
1.67
100.00

4. There is a loan of $100 million to the Guyana National Printers Limited by the Ministry of Finance. We
believe that the Government has to consider the viability of this company and the likelihood of repayment
of the loan. There is an allocation of $285.5 million for the provision of buildings, facilities and alternative
energy for the Office Residence of the President. This means that over the years 2015 – 2017 a total of $468
million would have been spent thereon. Is there proper procurement and real value for money?
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Financial Operations of Central Government (Accounting Classification)

Particulars
CURRENT REVENUE
1.1 Guyana Revenue Authority

Budget

Revised

Budget

Revised

Budget

2017

2016

2016

2015

2015

Actual
2014

Actual
2013

186,022.0
162,591.9

174,802.6
149,280.8

173,324.7
150,406.7

161,710.2
142,896.3

163,651.6
143,252.5

145,725.8
135,889.7

136,494.8
126,509.8

1.1.1 Internal Revenue

67,054.8

67,796.6

64,414.7

60,933.2

60,404.8

56,725.4

51,674.6

1.1.2 Customs & Trade
1.1.3 Value Added and Excise Taxes

15,837.4
79,699.8

15,511.7
65,972.4

13,452.9
72,539.1

13,156.3
68,806.8

13,326.3
69,521.5

13,454.8
65,709.5

13,175.9
61,659.3

1.2 Other

23,430.1

25,521.8

22,917.9

18,813.0

20,399.1

9,836.1

9,985.0

177,528.7
54,845.2

166,651.9
49,010.1

164,308.1
49,909.6

141,152.2
44,661.7

146,645.0
45,198.8

127,494.1
42,305.6

115,947.7
38,489.0

2.2 Other Goods and Services
2.3 Transfer Payments

51,589.2
71,094.3

48,804.3
68,837.5

47,709.0
66,689.5

43,175.9
53,314.5

44,979.8
56,466.4

40,106.2
45,082.2

37,528.2
39,930.5

INTEREST EXPENDITURE
3.1 Internal
3.2 External (Cash)

6,862.1
2,123.2
4,738.8

5,543.9
1,887.6
3,656.3

6,614.7
1,904.1
4,710.6

5,225.2
1,716.5
3,508.8

5,663.9
1,716.6
3,947.2

4,739.1
1,544.9
3,194.2

4,615.1
1,748.8
2,866.3

CURRENT BALANCE

1,631.2

2,606.8

2,401.9

15,332.8

11,342.7

13,492.6

15,932.0

13,151.8
13,144.8
1,484.7
11,660.1

6,772.5
6,755.7
1,484.7
5,271.0

15,803.4
15,798.4
1,484.7
14,313.7

6,329.2
5,329.2
1,484.7
3,844.5

7.0

16.9

5.0

1,000.0

7,473.6
6,468.6
1,484.7
4,984.0
1,005.0

3,275.9
3,275.9
2,364.2
911.7
-

7,798.8
7,798.8
713.3
7,085.5
-

56,758.4

47,606.5

52,183.8

30,664.9

39,048.6

51,013.6

50,144.2

8,974.1
279.9
8,694.2

6,766.2
35.5
6,730.8

6,929.9
35.7
6,894.2

15,038.8
35.5
15,003.4

29,721.1
35.4
29,685.6

29,000.7
35.5
28,965.2

36,363.5
1,010.4
35,353.1

OVERALL BALANCE

(50,949.4)

(44,993.4)

(40,908.5)

(24,041.7)

(49,953.4)

(63,245.8)

(62,776.9)

TOTAL FINANCING
9.1 External
9.2 Domestic

50,949.4
18,243.8
32,705.6

44,993.4
14,608.2
30,385.2

40,908.5
15,932.0
24,976.5

24,041.7
14,710.8
9,330.9

49,953.4
25,286.1
24,667.3

63,245.8
36,752.3
26,493.5

62,776.9
8,749.1
54,027.0

8.5

7.0

7.8

12.5

21.6

23.2

30.0

CURRENT EXPENDITURE
2.1 Personal Emoluments

CAPITAL REVENUE & GRANTS
5.1 Grants
5.1.1 HIPC & MDRI
5.1.2 Project and Programme
5.2

Other (inc. Sale of Assets)

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
DEBT REPAYMENT
7.1 Internal
7.2 External (Cash)

Total Domestic and External Debt
Service as a % of Current Revenues

Source: Estimates of the Public Sector 2012 to 2017 (G$ millions)
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Who Gets What in 2017
Current Non-Interest Expenditure
The National Budget comprises of a number of elements. These are: statutory payments which are charges on
the Consolidated Fund, including appropriations for constitutional bodies and officers; public debt payments
of interest and principal; Ministries, Departments and Regions and Statutory bodies.
In this section, Focus looks at the current expenditure by the type of agency: Ministries, Departments, Regions
and subsidies and contributions to local and international entities. These amounts are presented to the
National Assembly as proposals and are debated, voted on and authorised in an appropriation act.
The chart below shows the allocations by Ministries, Other Agencies such as Commissions, the Court and the
Defence Force, and Regions in the 2017 Budget and showing the latest estimates for 2016 and actual 2015,
showing in each case the percentage of the year’s budget.
Analysis of expenditure by type of disbursing agency

Budget
2017
Ministries
Revised
2016

Others
Regions

Actual
2015

Subsidies &
Contributions
-

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

$ billions

Source: National Estimates
Central Government's non-interest current expenditure (employment costs, statutory expenditure and other
charges) for the year is budgeted at $177.5 billion which is 6.53% more than the revised 2016. The Ministries/
Departments with the most significant allocations and the largest changes between 2016 and 2017 are:
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Ministries/Departments

Budget 2017

Revised 2016

Budget 2016

% Inc./
(Dec)

G$Mn
21,605

%*
12.2

G$Mn
23,210

%*
13.9

G$Mn
23,097

%*
14.1

Ministry of Public Health

19,509

11.0

16,989

10.2

16,996

10.3

14.8

Ministry of Education

17,146

9.7

15,836

9.5

16,057

9.8

8.3

Ministry of Social Protection

16,139

9.1

13,627

8.2

13,715

8.3

18.4

Ministry of Public Security

14,815

8.3

12,231

7.3

12,419

7.6

21.1

Ministry of Agriculture

14,635

8.2

16,387

9.8

14,053

8.6

(10.7)

Guyana Defence Force

10,996

6.2

10,007

6.0

9,582

5.8

9.9

Ministry of Public Infrastructure

7,295

4.1

6,454

3.9

7,306

4.4

13.0

Ministry of Presidency

4,927

2.8

4,344

2.6

4,414

2.7

13.4

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

4,955

2.8

3,811

2.3

3,672

2.2

30.0

45,507

25.6

43,756

26.3

42,997

26.2

4.0

177,529

100.0

166,652

100.0

164,308

100.0

6.5

Ministry of Finance

Others including regions
Total

(6.9)

* Percentage of total current non-interest expenditure
Source: Budget Estimates, Volume 1, Table 8.
While the Ministry of Finance consistently ranks at or near the top, the expenditure is not all incurred on behalf of the
Ministry. It includes payments for GRA, its tax collecting agency, about ten other entities and the Linmine electricity
subsidy which costs the State approximately $3 billion per year.
Capital Expenditure
Central Government's capital expenditure for the year is budgeted at $56.8 billion which is 19.2% above the
revised 2016 and 22.7% of total 2017 expenditure. The Ministries/Departments with the most significant
capital expenditure allocations are:
Ministries/Departments

Budget 2017

Revised 2016

Budget 2016

% change
2016-2017

G$Mn
27,261

%*
48.0

G$Mn
23,755

%*
49.9

G$Mn
23,336

%*
44.7

Ministry of Education

4,072

7.2

3,401

7.1

3,773

7.2

19.7

Ministry of Communities

3,956

7.0

3,979

8.4

5,317

10.2

(0.6)

Ministry of Agriculture

3,513

6.2

2,621

5.5

4,055

7.8

34.0

Ministry of Finance

3,335

5.9

3,219

6.8

4,052

7.8

3.6

Ministry of Public Security

2,486

4.4

1,696

3.6

2,116

4.1

46.6

Ministry of Public Health

1,981

3.5

1,581

3.3

2,026

3.9

25.3

Others

10,154

17.9

7,355

15.4

7,509

14.4

38.1

Total

56,758

100.0

47,607

100.0

52,184

100.0

19.2

Ministry of Public Infrastructure

14.8

* Percentage of total capital expenditure
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Source: Budget Estimates, Volume 1, Table 10.
For this Focus, we present the funds expended on the principal law enforcement, maintenance and
administrative bodies.
Ministries/Departments

2012

2013

2014

2015

Revised
2016

Budget
2017

G$Mn

G$Mn

G$Mn

G$Mn

G$Mn

G$Mn

Total Current Expenditure

6,403

6,688

7,392

9,017

10,007

10,996

Total Capital Expenditure

451

554

653

536

543

845

Total Current Expenditure

5,930

6,038

6,810

8,034

8,892

10,990

Total Capital Expenditure

509

731

689

325

870

915

Total Current Expenditure

79

82

88

115

160

154

Total Capital Expenditure

7

5

5

-

-

14

Total Current Expenditure

358

795

1,081

1,313

1,712

Total Capital Expenditure

37

163

105

12

Guyana Defence Force:

Guyana Police Force:

Public Prosecutions:

Supreme Court:
-

1,517
249

Source: Budget Estimates, Volume 1, Table 7.
Ram & McRae’s Comments
1. Comparatively, the Ministry of the Presidency gets 8.4 times the current allocation of the Office of the
Prime Minister.
2. Historically, the Guyana Defence Force has enjoyed higher level of funding than the Police Force. That
gap is being narrowed in the 2017 budget with an increased funding to the Police of $2 billion over
2016 while the GDF receives only $1 billion more than it did in 2016.
With these additional resources much will be expected of the Police Force not only in addressing crime
but also the fear of crime. The question also arises whether the country receives value for money
expended on the Guyana Defence Force and whether there are sufficient controls in the GDF to ensure
that expenditure and procurement are properly managed.
3. During the Minister’s 2017 Budget speech, he mentioned that “money injected into sugar, in its current
state, is money wasted.” It was also stated that “As currently structured, the industry would require
Government’s support to the tune of $18.6 billion and $21.4 billion for the years 2017 and 2018,
respectively.” The Government has held a Commission of Inquiry and has been in charge of GuySuCo
for eighteen months. It needs to make a decision on the industry’s future.
4. The Minister announced an allocation of $9 billion for the completion of the terminal buildings and
the relocations of squatters to conclude the Cheddi Jagan International Airport (CJIA) Expansion
project. Over $9.5 billion was spent on expansion of the run way and the commencement of works on
the terminal buildings during 2016.
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5. There is a long list of entities refer to as statutory bodies which are financed in whole or in part by the
allocations from the Consolidated Fund. These include the Public Utilities Commission, the Transport
and Harbours Department, the National Liberty and the University of Guyana.
In addition to any specific legislation which establishes them, the entities are regulated under, and are
required to maintain their books and accounts in accordance with the Financial Management and
Accountability Act. The Act also imposes on the head of each budget agency the mandatory duty to
manage the affairs of the budget agency in a manner that promotes the proper use of public resources and
sets out specific task and functions to enable compliance.
In practice however, there appears to be no sanctions for those budget agencies which fail to provide
audited financial statements in a timely manner.
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Budget 2017 Measures
In this section we consider the measures announced by the Minister, analyse them, evaluate their impact and
discuss the extent to which they meet the economic benefits of the stakeholders
Section 6 of the 2017 Budget Speech contains a staggering fifty seven paragraphs of Budget measures, some
of which are regulatory rather than fiscal. This follows a substantial number in 2016 and a possible impact
would drive parts of the economy underground.
Only some of these carry an estimated cost and a number of them have not inconsequential compensating
savings. We now look at those measures and offer our comments.
Measures in Support of Our Green Agenda and Protecting the Environment
Measures

R & M Comments

Exemptions on the importation of items for wind
and solar energy investments, and investment in
and construction of water treatment and water
recycling facilities, and waste disposal facilities
with particular reference to recycling facilities for
plastic items. One-off tax holiday of 2 years for
companies
involved
exclusively
in
such
importation;

The reason behind limitation to companies
involved exclusively in these areas is unclear. If the
benefit is passed on, the cost of electricity should
fall steeply.
There is a need for reform of the capital allowances
regime which will allow companies and individuals
that wish to make a significant capital investment in
such equipment to gain direct tax benefits.

Exemptions of customs duties and taxes on
machinery and equipment to setup charging
stations for electric vehicles; lower excise tax on
hybrid and electrical vehicles;
Exemptions of customs duties and taxes on
greenhouses and component parts for use in the
agricultural sector;

These are all non-contentious matters which are
incremental measures rather than broad,
transformational action.

Zero-Rate of Excise tax on Specially-designed
Refuse (Garbage) Trucks and Bio-fuel (bio-gas or
bio-diesel);
Used tyres, even where fitted on an imported
vehicle, will be restricted from entering Guyana,
with effect from April 1, 2017. “Phase out” period
for existing stocks of used tyres will be allowed.
Three months given for completion of orders
already made and shipped;
Customs duties on new tyres will be reduced from
30% to 15%;
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Measures

R & M Comments

Environmental levy of $10 per unit on beverage
products using non-returnable metal, plastic or
glass containers.

This measure had been proposed by the PPP/C
Administration but was opposed by the private
sector. We have noted the estimate revenue from
this source at $1,033 million. We believe that this
estimate is far too low as it represents about the
same level of income as received from the
Environmental Tax collected only on imports. We
believe that the under-estimate is at least $1,500
million.

Measures to Reduce Inequality and Increase Disposable Income
Measures

R & M Comments

Increase in tax threshold from $660,000 per annum
to the greater of $720,000 per annum or one-third
(⅓) of income;

The one-third option was in place under the
Economic Recovery Programme but was later
removed. It was quite popular and its return would
be welcome.

Move from single tax rate of 30% to progressive tax
rates with first $1,440,000 of taxable income subject
to tax at 28% and remainder subject to tax at 40%;

Progressivity is welcome but a first stage rate of 28%
is far too high and if the one-third is removed at any
time, Guyana will have the unenviable distinction of
being the Caribbean country with the highest
marginal rate.
These rates are well beyond those recommended by
the Duke Study and the Tax Reform Committee.
The announcement by the Minister did not match
the calculations provided. The one-third allowance
and the 40% tax rate combines to give and effective
marginal tax rate is only 26⅔%. The provision
should therefore have read:
First $720,000

0%

Next $1,440,000

28%

Remainder

26⅔%

It means that instead of progressivity, the personal
income tax structure is regressive.
Repeal of provision in section 33E (4) of the Income
Tax Act which exempted gold or diamond from
income tax where a 2% withholding tax was paid;

No mention made on whether the withholding tax
would be creditable against final tax liability.

Increase in the withholding tax from Tributors
from 10% to 20%;

Such withholding tax is creditable against final tax
liability but the Minister’s comment that the change
is the first in ‘removing distortions and multiplicity
of tax rates’ does not appear valid as the 10% rate is
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Measures

R & M Comments
retained under the Companies Act and for insurance
premiums paid to non-resident insurers. In any case,
it may not be a sufficient reason to increase the
withholding.

The imposition of a 2% withholding tax on the
gross payments made to all contractors, creditable
against final taxes payable by the contractors; and

There is a similar withholding on non-resident
contractors and that is charged at 10%. A clear
definition of contractor(s) would be needed. This
would simply drive certain transactions outside of
the formal economy.

Restriction of Mortgage Interest Relief to loans up
to $15 million.

The tinkering with this concession introduced by the
previous Administration was designed to encourage
and facilitate young professionals to acquire their
own homes is insensitive. One feature of certainty
has been discarded with respect to this Relief and
the proposals could have significant impact on those
persons who took higher mortgages based on the
older provisions.

Measures to Spur Economic Growth
Measures

R & M Comments

Reduction in the Corporation Tax rate, from 30% to
27.5%, for manufacturing and non-commercial
companies;

This would be welcome by affected companies but
will be seen as further steps in the discrimination of
tax rates.

Dual tax-rate system for Companies carrying out
both commercial (40% tax rate) and noncommercial activities (27.5% tax rate).

This is a drastic step that will almost certainly cause
much controversy and disagreement between
taxpayers and the GRA on cost allocation. The
suggestion of separate books makes no practical
sense, would be costly, and would not overcome the
mischief which it is designed to prevent.

Tax rate for commercial company will be the lower
of 2% of turnover or 40% of taxable income.

This effectively eliminates the minimum tax and
allows the commercial company to pay the lower of
two rates, one of which could result in effective tax
rates being lower than that paid by non-commercial
companies. In just two public companies examined
by Ram & McRae, the effective tax rate falls to 5%,
costing the state $1.9 billion. If implemented as
drafted, the measure will have disastrous
consequences for the State and reward traders over
manufacturers.

Reform in system of issuing GRA and NIS
compliance certificates:

We welcome these measures given that under the
current regime, some entities have to apply for
compliance certificates as often as monthly.
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Measures

R & M Comments

a. One-off, three month, temporary compliance
certificates to prospective bidders at a cost of $1,000
each. Time to be used to become compliant.
b. One year compliance certificates to those in good
standing at a cost of $2,500 for each certificate.
c. Three years Trusted Trader compliance
certificates to those with a demonstrated track
record of compliance at a cost of $10,000 each.
Value-Added Tax (VAT)
Measures
Reduction in the rate of VAT from 16% to 14%.

Increase in the VAT registration threshold from $10
million to $15 million;

R & M Comments
This proposal differs from those of Duke and the
Tax Reform Committee (TRC) in very significant
ways. Duke recommended two rates – 16% and 8%.
The TRC recommended 14% and 7%.
Combined with the higher number of exempt items,
a significant number of entities may no longer need
to be registered.

VAT on total electricity and water consumption
where these exceed $10,000 and $1,500 per month
respectively;

At the proposed rate of VAT, this is likely to cause
a substantial increase in the VAT borne by affected
taxpayers. We have addressed this matter in
Commentary and Analysis.

Elimination of all zero-rated items except those
pertaining to exports and manufacturing inputs;
and reclassification to exempt of certain essential
food and consumer items, educational material and
services, agriculture items, health and medical
services/supplies, computers for personal use,
vehicles over four years old, sports gear/
equipment, machinery and equipment used in
generating electricity from renewable energy
sources, energy efficient lighting, etc.

The consequences of these proposals are severe. We
have taken an actual spending of a taxpayer and
calculated the VAT under the current and proposed
regimes. VAT increases by 155% and total
expenditure by 7.3%.
All taxpayers will have different spending patterns
but we believe that they will face increases in their
spending. It is not without significance that while
the economy is projected to grow by 3.5%, VAT
collections are expected to rise by an average of 25%
on imports as well as domestic supplies.
The Minister did not specify the items which will
not be transferred from zero-rated status to exempt
status, and therefore be subject to the tax at 14%.
These include internet services, pesticides, supplies
under an investment agreement, construction items
including stone, sand and cement, education
services, medical services, prescription and overthe-counter drugs, computer parts, printers and
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other accessories, poultry feed, liquid detergent,
and toothbrushes. Air transportation will be
exempt only for ‘persons from rural areas’.

Measures to Improve Tax Administration
Measures
Introduction of excise stamps for excisable goods
including alcohol and tobacco products;

R & M Comments
This measure was announced in the 2016 budget and
can have a significant impact on smuggling.

Increase in the three years’ statute of limitations to
five years.
Amendment of VAT Act to allow CommissionerGeneral to issue a direction to prevent a person
owing tax under the Act from leaving Guyana.

This is completely unacceptable and the information
referenced in the Speech is inaccurate and
unreliable.

Repeal of Commissioner-General’s power to grant
an extension of time for payment of tax.

There seems no reason why the Commissioner’s
discretion is being withdrawn.

Repeal of section providing for Non-Resident VAT
refunds;

This goes contrary to the zero-rating of goods which
have been entered for export.

Requirement for Budget Agencies to pay VAT on all
goods and services, except those financed from the
proceeds of a donor agency;

This measure makes it difficult to compare the 2016
and 2017 budgets of agencies.

Removal of preferential treatment to locally
produced items in the VAT Act.
Late filing of Income Tax, Corporation tax and
Property Tax Returns – increase in rate to 10% and
introduction of a flat fee of $50,000 to each
loss/deficit return filed late;

This is penal, excessive and disproportionate. A
company which has no income would have to
ensure that it regularly files returns to avoid the
penalty.

Late payment of tax - Simplified penalty and interest
regime of 2% per annum and 18% per annum
respectively;
Failure to keep proper books and records - penalty
of $200,000 or 5% of the tax assessed, whichever is
greater;

This is penal, excessive and disproportionate.

Failure to present books and records when
requested – fine of $200,000 and/or six months
imprisonment;

This is penal, excessive and disproportionate. Six
months imprisonment brings the administrative
offence into the definition of a serious offence under
the AMLCFTA.
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Measures
Amendment of Income Tax Act to allow for Distress
Proceedings for non-payment of tax;

R & M Comments
What is needed is a Tax Management Act. Final
comment reserved pending sight of the Bill.

Amendment of Income Tax Act to allow for
Garnishment of funds from taxpayer bank accounts
for non-payment of tax.

This is absurd. The Revenue has enough tools at its
disposal to collect the taxes due. To seek further
draconian powers is offensive and dangerous.

Increase in penalties for offences from $15,000 to
$100,000 for any offence or making of incorrect
return or false statement;

This is penal, excessive and disproportionate. It will
be draconian in the case of the small trader who may
not even be able to pay such an enormous fine.

Non-resident companies failing to keep accounting
records in Guyana will be subject to a fine of
$1,000,000;

This is contrary to the relevant provisions of the
Companies Act.

Requirement for persons to notify GRA of
commencement of business within three months;

This will require a definition of business.

Implementation of a fee of $1,000 for the first
Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) certificate
and $5,000 for reprinting of TIN certificates.

It appears wholly unfair to require a person to
acquire a TIN and then implement a fee. This is the
equivalent of a fine.
It is also hard to justify on a cost recovery basis the
charge for a replacement certificate.

Measures to Enhance Revenue
Measures

R & M Comments

Increase in Travel Tax (departure tax) from $2,500 to
$3,500 and implementation of measures to enable
airlines to collect and remit the tax;

This is in addition to the Airport Security Fee of
$1,500 payable at the CJIA, the 15% tax on the ticket
and other charges. Air travel to and from Guyana is
already high.

Removal of concession on Premium Tax for Local
Aircraft Operators;

The Minister said “we believe (the concession) will
stimulate growth and improve flights to interior
locations” but still proposes to remove it.

Capital Gains Tax – valuation date moved to 1
January 2011;

The Minister said the valuation date was “in
advertently left unchanged” in 2014 when the
property tax valuation date was changed. We
pointed out the disparity when we reviewed those
provisions of the former administration and
therefore do not believe that it was inadvertent. It
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Measures

R & M Comments
was our hope that some form of annual indexation
would have been introduced

Fee for Passport increased from $4,000 to $6,000, but
exemption for persons 65 years and above;
Abolition of Certificate of Compliance to process
transfer of Motor Vehicle Registration while
increasing fees for transfers ranging from $5,000 for
motor cycles to $25,000 or 2% of sale price,
whichever is higher;

Details will be needed on the types of vehicle to
which this will apply. With a typical motor car price
under $4 million, the tax would not exceed $80,000.

Fee of $2,000 for a temporary Driving Permit for
visitors and letters of authenticity for verification of
drivers' licences;

Guyana should be abolishing the need for
temporary permits with countries where there is
reciprocity. We cannot speak about tourism and
then place unnecessary hurdles in the way of
tourists.

Miscellaneous fees – Amendment of section 275 of
the Customs Act to bring these fees in line with
current reality.

The Minister said the fees are “over 20 years old and
cannot cover the administrative and other costs
attached to performing the service.” The increases
are drastic and punishing for something which
could hardly be called a ‘service’ – it is a tax
collection agency serving the interests of the state.

Intoxicating Liquor Licensing Act & Tax Act –
Increase in fees for Application and Renewal of
Intoxicating Liquor Licences; increase the penalties
relating to Licences for Spirituous Liquor.

Just what is the point of raising a penalty 4,999 times
for assaulting a position that has long since been
abandoned?

The Speech was silent on whether Capital Gains Tax
will still apply.

Measures in Support of the Elderly
Measures

R & M Comments

Increase in Old Age Pension and Public Assistance
to $19,000 and $7,500 respectively;

The increases are $800 and $200 representing
increases of 4.4% and 2.7% respectively.
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Measures to Improve Workers' Disposable Income
Measures

R & M Comments

Continue to engage the Unions in negotiations to
find common ground to issues pertaining to wage
and salary adjustment, de-bunching and allowances,
taking into consideration the state of the economy
and our desire to maintain macroeconomic stability.

This is not a Budget measure.

Overall comments
We are disappointed that the Minister once again has not provided the cost of each of the proposed measures.
In those instances where values are indicated, we believe some of them are way out. While we cannot conclude
on whether the Minister’s speech matches the proposed legislation, we believe that at least one of the
proposals is misguided and would cost the state a substantial sum. That particular proposal needs to be
revisited.
The commitment to client friendly and business friendly tax environment may escape the taxpayers faced
with charges for tax services and heavy penalties for administrative breaches. If the tax authorities wish some
equity, the law must provide for the payment of equivalent interest on amounts owed by the GRA as it does
on amounts owed to the GRA.
The Tax Measures proposed did not follow the recommendation of the Tax Reform Committee to abolish and
slash concessions and exemptions on key political and other players.
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Contract Employees
The sore issue of contract employees in the public sector, following the change of governments in 2015,
continues to attract interest. Indeed, responding to comments in Focus 2016, Minister of State and
spokesperson for the APNU+AFC Government, raised questions about the projected increases in the
number of contract employees reflected in our 2016 Budget Focus.
Positively however, we welcomed Minister Harmon’s assurance that “there has been a clear direction by the
President that it is our intention to return the Public service to a professional one and so contract hires will
be reduced to a minimum”. That assurance was consistent with the sentiment of Focus that, “We sincerely
believe that President Granger has the authority to end this abuse. We look to him to act on the matter.”
There have been some developments on this score. The issue featured prominently in the report of the
Commission of Inquiry into the Public Service of Guyana. The Report which was tabled in the National
Assembly very recently pulling no punches in stating that:
“Apart from the increase in cost to retain the contract employees, there is the issue of the arbitrary use
of public resources by the political directorate to win political support, and indulge in other practices
which are generally described as illegal and/or corrupt because they involve breaches of the law in the
process of accessing public funds for such purposes. We are aware that this is an issue currently under
discussion in Guyana. One of the emerging concerns is that those in control of public resources and
assets are allowed too much leverage in their management, resulting in serious losses to the public,
and clear indications that there is a dire need for tighter scrutiny and control in such matters.”
Before going on to make its recommendations, the Commissioners state at paragraph 116, page 30, of their
report:
“During our enquiry there were expressions of concern that, in too many matters applicable laws, rules
and regulations were treated with disdain and contempt and were susceptible to being ignored and
bypassed by those who possess political power which is at times treated as supreme. Hence, the
frequently articulated desire for a return to the rule of law.”
The recommendations are set out on page 31 of the Report are as follows:
1. That contract workers on all grades holding Public Service positions be absorbed into the
pensionable Public Service establishment provided that they are suitably qualified to fill established
positions.
2. That contracted employees/workers should be restricted to high level professional skills not
available in the Public Service, and should be recruited and selected through open competition to
obtain the best available candidates in the job market.
3. That no Public Servant who retires before attaining the age of 65 years should be employed an
contract in view of the proposed age of retirement on attaining 65 years of age.
4. That the optimum complement of suitably qualified staff for each ministry, office, division,
department, and unit, etc. with the right organizational structure, needs to be evaluated and.
determined by human resource and organisational audits.
What the Report does not appear to have addressed is how to deal with those contracted employees who
were taken on by this Government purely to reward them for their support in the elections rather than for
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their qualification and suitability or those former friends and colleagues, mainly from the Army, who were
invited back to Guyana. The Report appears to be silent too on any age considerations. We do not encourage
youths if we fill limited available posts with persons well into their sixties and seventies.
The 2016/2017 Story
In reviewing the 2016 budget, we expressed our disappointment on the question of Contract Employees due
to a continued increase in number and cost. We gave an example of Agency 05 - Ministry of the Presidency
which reported a planned increase in contract employees from 298 in 2015 to 505 in 2016. Fast forward to
Budget 2017, the number climbs to 569!
Agency #
011
012
051
012/052
141/053
241/054/261
516/055

Agency Name
Administrative Services
Presidential Advisory
Policy Dev. and Administration
Defence and National Security
Public Service Management
Natural Resource Management
Citizenship and Immig. Services
Social Cohesion
Sub-total

2014
32
137
7
31
17
63
287

2015
162
8
30
38
60
298

2016
288
7
38
56
116
505

2017
299
29
43
74
114
10
569

2016-17

3.8%
314.3%
13.2%
132.1%
-1.7%
12.7%

We have included Natural Resource Management for comparative purposes but even if removed, the total
increases from 449 to 495, i.e. by 46 persons or 10.2%.
Cost wise, the Ministry of the Presidency (excluding Natural Resources Management) shows an increase of
$96.3 million or 8.5%.
Overall, the number of contract employees’ decreases from 4,254 (excluding the Regional Administrations)
to 4,209, a fall of 45 persons. While this may sound commendable, the cost of contract employees is
increasing from $9.2 billion to $11.0 billion, an increase of $1.8 billion. The average cost (excluding benefits
such as gratuity) increases from $2.2 million per person to $2.6 million per person, or by 20.9%.
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Reputation Under Threat
The APNU+AFC earned its razor-thin, one seat majority after the public and the electorate had become
completely disenchanted with the corrupt practices of the PPP/C Government. President Granger had an
impeccable record for decency, the APNU’s major coalition partner the Alliance for Change was strong on
rhetoric and the WPA, though not an electoral force in its own right, enjoyed credibility among the electorate.
Yet, one and a half years into the administration the APNU+AFC government is fighting a battle to preserve
its collective reputation after a series of steps that raise doubts about its integrity and that of its leading players.
The situation has been developing for some time since the Government reneged on its commitment to
significantly increase public sector wages and salaries while giving itself a substantial 50% increase and then
arrogantly claiming that it has no apology to make.
Apparently, mainly the self-employed professionals convinced themselves and their Cabinet colleagues about
the vast monetary sacrifice in terms of earnings forgone in their “employment” as ministers. Did anyone seek
any corroborating evidence that these persons were declaring as income the amount they claimed to have
been losing? The problem is that everyone in that Cabinet meeting was a beneficiary of their collective decision
so no one was going to act against their self-interest.
Their call for more money did not end there. In a Secret Document dated 2016-02-12, Cabinet made a decision
on payment of generous overseas travel. For the President and the Prime Minister, Cabinet decided that there
should be no fixed limit, no accountability and that the allowances should cover their expenses abroad,
including those for their spouses when accompanying them on official business abroad.
Vice-Presidents, all Ministers, the Speaker of the National Assembly, the Chancellor and certain other persons
are entitled to business class travel, hotel suites, US$100 per day to cover meals and US$50 per day for
expenses.
Some of these allowances, but not the quantum, were paid under the PPP/C and the country and then
opposition was scathing in their criticism of the apparent reckless spending. Now, this Government has
decided to increase those allowances. It seems hard to justify unspecified, unlimited, unaccounted allowances
to the President and the Prime Minister and their spouses. It does not escape notice too, that the daily amounts
for hotel, subsistence and out-of-pocket expenses for ministers that exceed an entire month’s salary of a junior
public servant.
And what makes this attitude so unacceptable is that some of these ministers continue to carry on their private
practice, albeit on a more limited scale. This is no rumour: Ram & McRae has seen documentary evidence of
this.
The AFC found its credential tarnished after the Government was persuaded to award the Specialty Hospital
construction contract to the Indian company Fedders Lloyd which had lost out on its earlier bid but which
Cabinet restored. The Government reacted negatively to the protests of the public but as fate would have it,
the Indian Government pulled the plug on the loan and brought the project to an end.
President Granger himself acted improperly in taking gifts from businesspersons around the country for the
otherwise commendable efforts to provide school children access to schools. In doing so however, Mr.
Granger not only violated the Fiscal Management and Accountability Act but devalued the initiative by
insisting that his name be on every bus or boat donated.
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The Homestretch Development Inc.
There are so many conflicting versions of this matter that it is hard to know where to begin. The matter burst
out in the open only days ago when Minister of Public Infrastructure Mr. David Patterson admitted in the
National Assembly that a private company – Homestretch Development Inc. (HDI) - had been formed to
undertake the D’Urban Park Project. He named a number of persons as directors but whether by accident or
design he omitted to mention Dr. Rupert Roopnarine as one of the directors.
The President on his weekly show sought to defend Dr. Roopnarine and offered his views about HDI which
he described as a special purpose company. It appears that the President was misled into misleading the
public as the company never was a special purpose company. In fact among the types of business it was
formed to carry on included the “import and export generally to and from Guyana” and the “business of Real
Estate.” This is confirmed in the Articles of Incorporation which stated that there is no restriction on the
business the company could carry on. That is not a special purpose company, if ever there was one.
The President was also reported as stating that the project was delayed because of the presentation of the
Budget. In fact, when the President spoke his government had presented two budgets – one in August 2015
before sand filling of the site had taken place - and the other in January 2016. HDI was incorporated in January
22, 2016, one week before the presentation of the 2016 budget in which $350 million was approved for the
Jubilee Celebrations.
Whether a company is a special purpose vehicle, a government company or a private (non-government)
company they are all required to comply with the Companies Act. The Act contains rules dealing with
contracts entered into before a company is incorporated, require an organisational meeting of the directors
while the common law impose fiduciary duties of incorporators and promoters.
In addition to the $350 million voted in the 2016 Budget a further sum of $406,758,312 was spent out of the
Contingencies Fund for the “completion of Durban Park Development Project to facilitate the holding of
Guyana’s 50th Anniversary celebrations.”
In addition there would have been moneys received from the celebrations all of which need to be accounted
for. In so far as the moneys were public moneys they ought to have been paid into the Consolidated Fund.
As of now, there clearly are more questions than answers. This is reminiscent of the World Cup saga under
the PPP/C. As we did in that case, we now call for a full inquiry into all aspects of the D’Urban Park Project,
including the government’s role and that of Homestretch Development Inc. and its directors.
Finally we draw attention to the Prime Minister Hamilton Green Pension Bill which seeks to provide a
pension, benefits and other facilities to Mr. Green from 1985 to 1992. We have noted the several comments by
Guyanese some of whom argue that he is entitled to a Pension. In fact, Mr. Green receives a statutory pension
under the Pensions (President, Parliamentary and Special Offices) Act which provides for pensions to be paid
to the President, the Prime Minister and other Parliamentary and Special Officers.
In other words, Mr. Hamilton Green who is in receipt of a statutory pension is selected from among several
persons for special treatment. Indeed, not even Jagdeo was granted any special pension while Mr. Green is
paid the full benefits and facilities of a former President, a position he never held.
Finally, we draw attention to the Government’s foot-dragging on the Code of Conduct, the Integrity
Commission and constitutional reform. Questions are now being asked: were the APNU/AFC/WPA opposed
to extravagant spending or simply opposed to the PPP/C in control of the levers of power. The answer will
test the APNU/AFC’s commitment to integrity, accountability, credibility and transparency.
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Sad state of the Laws of Guyana
There is no question that the state of the laws inherited by Mr. Basil Willaims, Attorney-General and Minister
of Legal Affairs from his predecessor and would-be nemesis Mr. Anil Nandlall was a total mess. By subsidiary
legislation in February 2014, Mr. Nandlall as Chairman of the Law Revision Commission published the Law
Revision Order 2014 accompanying the eighteen volumes of the Laws of Guyana in force as at December 31,
2010.
As was so often the case with the PPP/C Government, the publication of the laws was driven not by its
readiness but to meet donor agency deadline. More than two years ago, Mr. Nandlall admitted to the severe
deficiencies in the laws but said these were being addressed by the Law Revision Unit established in the
Chambers of the Attorney General. However a couple of days later, when Mr. Nandlall was challenged to
answer specific questions about the nature and extent of the errors and omissions, he did not respond.
For those who think this is merely a matter for argumentation they should try looking at those laws for the
National Accreditation Council Act of 2004, the Financial Management and Audit Act or the subsidiary
legislation published under dozens of Acts. They will not find them. On the other hand, there are Acts which
were repealed prior to December 31, 2010 but which appear in the 2010 Volumes.
In May 2015 when Mr. Basil Williams succeeded Nandlall as Attorney General, the responsibility for the laws
shifted to him and it is he who must now fix the problem. His decision not to offer for sale any of the 2010
Volumes was the decent and sensible thing to do. But Mr. Williams needs to do far more. We understand that
a Commonwealth Secretariat consultant had been working on the correction for more than a year.
That is more than enough time for the Law Revision Unit in his Ministry to have identified and evaluated the
problem. It is not a favour to the public but a duty of the Attorney General and Minister of Legal Affairs to
tell the legal profession, the judges, magistrates and indeed the public the full extent of these egregious errors
of omission and commission, when they would be corrected and when accurate and complete laws would be
published.
There is a maxim that ignorance of the law is no defence when one is charged for an offence. It goes without
saying that access to the laws is a fundamental element of the rule of law. The chief legal officer of the country
will appreciate this more than most other citizens. In him too rest the duty and the power to ensure that the
several elementary errors in the preparation of principal and subsidiary legislation are eliminated and that
this is done in a professional manner.
In this publication we have drawn attention to the problems associated with Order 15 of 2016 purporting to
set a national minimum wage. And Appendix C of this publication setting out the Orders passed in 2016
reveals the recurrence of ERRATA in legislation as evident in the legislation published this year and the sheer
amateurism displayed in the secondary legislation regarding the acquisition of properties which do avoidable
harm to the confidence in the competence of legal practitioners and in this branch of the administration of
justice.
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State Assets Recovery
The UN Convention Against Corruption has served as the catalyst for international efforts against corrupt
politicians and public officials who have robbed the coffers of their states to the tune of billions of dollars.
Laws to recover assets represent one of the major emerging jurisprudential issues on which countries of
varying and different political ideologies can all agree, although in many western democracies the target is
less the politician than the drug dealers, people smugglers and racketeers.
State Assets Recovery is often referred to as civil forfeiture and is a legal process to deprive a person of illgotten gains even where the person has not been convicted of any criminal offence. This method of recovery,
while used in an increasing number of jurisdictions is controversial because it often places the citizen at a
severe disadvantage. In the Republic of Ireland, for example, where the principle has been relatively
successful based on that country’s peculiar circumstances, it is widely accepted that there has been a
qualitative reduction of certain rights, including due process and compromising the presumption of
innocence.
For Guyana, which has a long list of statutes providing for asset forfeiture, the more recent interest has centred
on the recovery of funds properly belonging or owed to the State from politicians who have amassed
considerable wealth while serving in political office.
And so it is that in July the APNU+AFC Government circulated a draft State Assets Recovery Bill 2016 (the
Bill) claiming, disingenuously that the Bill is in compliance with the UN Convention against Corruption. In
fact, the Bill does not contain several key recommendations in the Convention, including financing of
candidates and political parties (Article 7), reporting by public officials of acts of corruption (Article 8.4); rules
to prevent corruption among members of the judiciary (Article 11.1) and abuse of functions (Article 19), a
malady that sooner rather than later affects everyone who occupies an office of power.
Remarkably, despite featuring in the name, “state asset” is not defined in the Bill and neither is “State
property”, a term used liberally throughout the Bill; or “specified property” used in clause 18 which gives the
Director the power to take action to recover State property.
More serious concerns arise when one examines the powers that the Bill vests in the Director. Essentially the
Director can do “anything” which he considers appropriate or incidental to the discharge of his functions. His
powers are much wider than that of the Director of the Asset Recovery Agency under the United Kingdom’s
Proceeds of Crime Act on which this Bill is partly based. The Director can assume the functions of the
Commissioner-General, the Commissioner of Police as well as the Director of Public Prosecutions. Most
frighteningly, the Director can actually contract out the power, functions, and duties conferred on him under
the Bill.
The provision granting the State Assets Recovery Authority (SARA) 25% of the fruits of its labour violates
Article 216 of the Guyana Constitution; and gives the agency a direct interest in the funds raised. In the United
States, the Police have been criticised for using a similar provision as a main source of funds, which its critics
claim is widely abused.
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The draft makes the Director a corporation sole. As a corporation sole, the Director is answerable to no one,
although his actions will be subject to judicial review. His/her only reporting obligation is an annual report
submitted through the subject Minister. The APNU and the AFC while in opposition lobbied successfully
against the Director of the Financial Intelligence Unit being a de facto corporation sole and caused the
introduction of the Anti-Money Laundering Authority.
The Schedule to the Bill provides that the person appointed as Director or Deputy Director of SARA shall be
a fit and proper person. There are no specifications of what constitutes “fit and proper” but one of the criteria
must include independence and exclude “politically exposed persons” - senior politicians and important
political party officials.
This would immediately exclude Professor Clive Thomas, a co-leader of the Working People’s Alliance, a
party in the ruling coalition. Professor Thomas had made expansive claims about the potential and prospects
for SARA and represents its face in the public’s mind.
We should add as well, that it is dangerous to write ad hominem legislation. Instead of being tools, they
become weapons.
The proposed Bill seeks to achieve far too many objectives: the reduction in crime, recovery of State Assets
and the introduction of a system of civil asset forfeiture. The consequences of this over-ambitious approach
are a frightening array of overlapping laws, concentration of power, violation of the Constitution and
constitutional principles and a potential reduction of the civil liberties: due process and the presumption of
innocence.
The architects of this Bill apparently did not think it necessary to tell Guyanese that the SARA concept and
the corporation sole are taken from the Proceeds of Crime Act of the UK and that that model was deemed a
colossal failure and abandoned, even after efforts at its improvement proved futile. Even in financial terms, it
was costing almost three times more than the money recovered.
They do not tell us either, that the Anti-Money Laundering Act has extensive provisions on freezing and
forfeiture of assets in relation to money laundering (29 sections), international cooperation (3 sections) and
civil forfeiture (29 sections).
The Bill is seriously and conceptually flawed. It appears that the drafter was not sufficiently familiar with
Guyana’s Constitution, its statutes and certain applicable legal principles. The powers given to a single person,
with no reporting obligation other than an annual report to the National Assembly, free to conduct any
operation he chooses and the manner in which the operation is executed, with the power to delegate his almost
limitless powers to any person, makes a very dangerous cocktail.
Additionally, there are overlaps with several other substantive pieces of legislation and functions which mean
that the possibility of SOCU, other investigative branches of the Police, SARA and the DPP engaging in
simultaneous exercises is real. The Bill is silent on whether anyone, and if so who, must give way.
The Bill did not even receive a passing reference in the Minister’s Budget presentation.
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Ram & McRae supports the imperative of recovering State assets from politicians, public officials and
members of the private sector who unlawfully enrich themselves. We support strong measures against tax
frauds. We also support the civil asset forfeiture concept. But extending these to all forms of a loosely defined
concept of unlawful conduct is a step far too steep. It is dangerous and unworkable.
Finally, we call on the Government to show complete commitment to the UN Convention against Corruption
by introducing legislation on donations to political parties and candidates. Business persons, large and small
do not give for nothing. They expect corresponding favours in return. And there goes the rule of law.
It would be our recommendation that the Government set clear objectives and policies of what it seeks to
achieve and meanwhile use existing mechanisms to pursue suspected acts of illicit enrichment, misfeasance
and other violations using both the civil and criminal avenues. The Government would also need to remove
overlapping functions between SARA and SOCU to make investigations more efficient and effective.
If the government were to persist with this Bill as is, it would be needlessly inviting a court challenge, thus
setting back its own objective.
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Trumping the Paris Accord
All who support democracy accept the results of elections, even if reluctantly. That commitment was sorely
tested on November 8, 2016 when Donald Trump - a man described by senior members of his own party in
the most disparaging terms, one accused of serial sexual misconduct, of cheating students at his so-called
university (which he belatedly and hurriedly settled to avoid the embarrassment of testifying in court), of
breaking a forty-year convention about disclosure of his tax returns and of engaging in conduct and language
that constitute textbook racism – was elected as President of the United States of America.
The statements by him on the campaign trail and since his election suggest that there will be reversals of the
progress made in civil liberties, women’s rights, voting rights and on issues of funding for organisations like
Planned Parenthood. Sadly, those are domestic issues for the Americans and outside of the arc of interest of
us here in Guyana.
At the international level, suddenly the fear of right-thinking people that the biggest threat facing the
environment was climate change, was transformed into a fear that it is that same man who now poses a real
and existential threat to the world. Trump and his Republican Party have defied and denied all the scientific,
anecdotal, empirical and visual evidence of the disastrous consequences of man’s footprint on the
environment. For those who believed that Trump’s stance was opportunistic electioneering, his early picks
for his administration show that things are worse than we could have ever imagined.
Chief among them is a spokesperson for the fossil fuel industry Myron Ebell who will head the Environmental
Protection Agency transition. Reports are that Trump has even suggested that he wants to abolish the EPA!
Ebell is a known climate change denier with a long association with the Competitive Enterprise Institute and
chair of the Cooler Heads Coalition. He is an economist and not a scientist.
Trump has indicated that he will take America out of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (COP 21) painstakingly put together by 197 countries in Paris earlier this year. The US President elect,
an unabashed champion of the embrace of ignorance, is probably unaware of and evidently cares little about
the monumental effort that was put into crafting this agreement. The Agreement is legally binding and
became International Law on November 4, 2016, even though countries are not bound to the emissions that
they committed to.
The world it seems is more concerned about civilisation’s survival than Trump, and governments of dozens
of countries have reaffirmed their commitment to the process, with or without America’s support or
participation.
It would be a tragedy of apocalyptic proportion if America pursues this course and if there is any hope it lies
in the signatures of 365 of the world’s business leaders who have written a letter asking Trump to keep
America engaged in the Paris process.
Guyana was represented by the President and the Finance Minister and presumably by the Foreign Minister
at the Marrakesh Conference. The press, as is now becoming the norm with all these trips, has not reported
on any position they took but Guyana needs to set aside the niceties of diplomacy and coordinate with other
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Caribbean and South American leaders to let America know in unambiguous terms that Guyana will withhold
support for any international US initiatives if it pursues its reckless course. Guyana’s opposition leader needs
to speak up and if necessary prod the Guyana Government in the right direction. This is not about politics, it
is about survival.
And Trump on trade
If his pronouncements on trade are anything to go by (Trump is a master of flip-flopping) his presidency will
be as dangerous on the world economy as on the world’s environment. He has threatened to rip up
international trade deals and begin what in effect will be a trade war with the Chinese which is a major
international trading nation and the manufacturing capital of the world. In this regard, he has threatened to
label China a currency manipulator and to impose punitive tariffs on Chinese products, on which Americans
depend for household goods, clothing, equipment and supplies, sportswear and toys.
But he does not stop there. He has announced that on day one, he will pull the plug on the Trans-Pacific
Partnership using the term “rape” and withdraw from NAFTA unless Canada and Mexico are willing to
renegotiate the Agreement. For good measure Trump has also pledged to scrap the US-Iran deal, no doubt
thinking that he will bomb them out of existence if they sought to develop any nuclear capability. Apparently
Trump thinks it is fine for South Korea, Japan and Israel to have such facilities but not any country that
opposes the USA.
While his Mexican wall will not keep out Guyanese, Trump will most certainly be deporting increasing
numbers of migrants and we can expect to see larger numbers of deportees. The desire to make America great
again will have serious if undefined consequences for the world and for Guyana.
The uncertainty of the Brexit vote which will see the UK exit the European Union may have implications for
continuity of UK participation in treaties it signed as part of the EU such as the Economic Partnership
Agreement signed with Cariforum states. Exporters and investors in the Caribbean may no longer be
beneficiaries of the current preferential treatment in the UK market, and CARICOM may have to negotiate a
separate treaty with the United Kingdom. The election of the volatile and hypersensitive Trump leaves
Guyana and the region extremely vulnerable and dependent on whether he wakes up one day reacting to
some perceived slight. To paraphrase the Chinese: we are headed for some interesting times.
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Rethinking the exemptions in Value-Added Tax
The decision by the Minister to practically eliminate the long list of zero-rated items, making most of them
exempt, has raised some basic questions about Value-Added Tax. It also shows how impermanent, and
uncertain taxes can be, even though certainty and predictability are considered necessary features of a good
tax system.
This principle applies to VAT as it does to any other issue or tax but for now we look at the principle which
underlies VAT and which makes it so attractive. The first principle is that VAT should be broad-based with
few exemptions and a single, low, positive rate.
This means that from both theoretical and practical viewpoints, exemptions are to be kept to a minimum.
Indeed, in Europe where VAT was practically invented, the EC Commission, in a preamble to the Second
Directive, expressed the conviction that granting exemptions would create difficulties. That remains the
studied view of the IMF, the Caribbean Regional Technical Assistance Center (CARTAC) and academics and
tax experts. They all agree that it is most desirable to restrict the number and scope of exemptions.
Many felt that the Minister of Finance shared that view particularly since in his first two budgets he zerorated some twenty items. Yet, one year later he practically abolishes almost the entire list of zero-rated items
and with one stroke makes them exempt, taking them outside of the VAT arrangement.
There is a myth that by making a product VAT-exempt prices will reduce. In fact, an exemption for VAT
means that the tax on inputs is borne by the trader, and if that trader sells to the public, he must pass on the
tax on inputs to the public in his price or cut payments to his factors of production (capital and labor).
In a simple example, the bread manufacturer would have been able to recover input VAT since his output
was zero-rated. Now that his output is exempt from the tax, he must absorb the input VAT and could only
maintain his profitability by passing on the cost to consumers.
Following the announcement of the changes, the staff at Ram & McRae have applied the new arrangements
to a most recent actual shopping list. Please see table below showing a summary and how the VAT is
impacted.
Zero-Rated
Exempt Standard
TOTAL
VAT
before VAT
Post-2017 Budget
80,011
268,395
348,406
37,575
Pre-2017 Budget
253,985
3,400
91,020
348,406
14,563
(253,985)
76,611
177,375
23,012
VAT expenditure has increased by some 225% of which a main contributing factor is the introduction of VAT
on water and electricity. In any case, the increase in the price for that basket will go up by 7.84%.
Our respectful recommendation is that the Minister should rethink his position and take such action as he
thinks appropriate.
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Conclusion
The Budget’s measures are substantial, revolutionary and are probably unprecedented. It is presented at a
time when the Government is having to defend itself against accusations of corruption and cronyism. The
reception to this budget can strengthen the bond between the Government and citizens but must mark the
end of any honeymoon period for the APNU+AFC Coalition Government. While some of the “first 100
days” promises have been kept, there has been widespread disappointment about the perception that the
Government has been taking care of itself while ignoring matters like “significant salary increases” for
government workers and a code of conduct for parliamentarians, ministers and others. Indeed, the
President himself recently described the VAT reduction promises as hasty.
The main takeaway from this Budget may not be the wind farm initiatives, the infrastructural programmes
or the increase in Police manpower. It is about the fifty-seven tax measures set out in thirty pages of the
Speech. In introducing his budget measures for 2017, Minister Jordan said that “we are about to embark on a
new generation of tax reform, starting from Budget 2017.” Unfortunately, he did not outline the vision – the
end product – of this process and how long it would take. Tax reform requires a policy statement setting out
the objectives and goals, a detailed multi-year plan of implementation, an explanation of the benefits and
costs of the plan, the phasing in the long-, medium-, and short term and then address those items which
would be implemented in 2017. This would go a long way in establishing certainty and predictability so
necessary in making decisions.
The proposals in relation to VAT are substantial but represent a substantial rejection of the main principle of
a VAT system. Items such as medical services and prescription drugs will now be subject to VAT - it is hard
to believe that this is what was intended. But the Minister only focused on Water and Electricity. We have
tested the proposals and found them to cause an increase in prices including on a most basic food item bread. At the practical level, these proposals will therefore be inflationary.
The projected cost and revenue of the budget measures are in many cases not provided and where they are
provided, they seem to be doubtful. The overall impact of budget agencies having to pay VAT makes
comparisons with the prior year difficult and reduces the effectiveness of any analysis.
Some of the budget measures were inarticulately communicated or were misconceived. For example, the socalled 40% tax rate combined with the alternative personal allowance will lead to regressivity and not
progressivity in the tax system. Higher income tax payers will actually pay a lower rate than lower-middle
income tax payers. In other words, instead of a progressive system, we will have one that is regressive.
When combined with the changes in VAT, our tax system becomes totally regressive, which can hardly be
what was intended.
Some measures, such as the reversal of the minimum Corporation Tax into a maximum Corporation Tax for
Commercial Companies, can hardly be described as feasible and we do not see any other choice for the
Minister than a reversal of the proposals. Other proposals seem unnecessarily penal, disproportionate, and
unfriendly and can drive some taxpayers underground at a time when the call is for a widening of the tax
net.
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We believe that the budget measures, if implemented as they are proposed, will have a negative impact on
the economy and growth. In our view, the achievement of the projected growth will be extremely difficult, if
not impossible to achieve.
On crime prevention, Guyana does not simply need 20% more police officers – it needs to take those now
doing clerical duties and put them to do real police work; it needs to pay better salaries to police officers and
to deal with corrupt practices among them.
On our health system, the decline in key socio-economic indicators – such as a 26% fall in vaccination of oneyear olds against polio - makes troubling read.
On our industries, radical changes are required in Sugar but there is still some uncertainty on what those
changes are or what counter measures will be put in place to deal with the effects.
If the measures are passed as proposed, we can expect a rough ride in 2017.
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Legislation
1 of 2016

Act No. &Title
Constitution (Amendment)
Act 2016

Description
To add the Parliament Office to the list of
Constitutional
Bodies
which
under
the
Constitution receive block votes.

Date Passed
January 7,
2016

Date of assent
January 11,
2016

Bill
20 of 2015

2 of 2016

Credit
Reporting
(Amendment) Act 2016

January 14,
2016

January 25,
2016

13 of 2015

3 of 2016

Coroners (Amendment) Act
2016

January 14,
2016

January 25,
2016

11 of 2015

4 of 2016

Law Reform Commission
(Amendment) Act 2015

Amends important sections of the Act to make the
use of credit reports a standard feature of credit
transactions. The amendments are discussed,
briefly under Legislation on page 17.
Amends section 3 of the Coroners Act to empower
the Judicial Service Commission to appoint a
minimum of three Coroners in Demerara, two in
Berbice and one in Essequibo. These are in
addition to the powers of magistrates as coroners.
Provides for the establishment of a Law Reform
Commission of no less than three nor more than
seven persons.

January 14,
2016

January 25,
2016

12 of 2015

5 of 2016

Appropriation Act 2016

February 22,
2016

March 3, 2016

1 of 2016

6 of 2016

Firearms (Amendment) Act
2016

Authorises the issue from the Consolidated Fund
the sum of $212,963,132,000 as the Budget for the
year. Of this sum $160,779,326,000 was for Current
Expenditure and $52,183,806,000 was for Capital
Expenditure.
Amends the Firearms Act to impose licence fee
increases of 700% on rifle or gun or combined rifle
and shot gun, 400% on pistols and revolvers and
150% on shot guns. Dealer licences increased by
1,900%.

February 26,
2016

March 14, 2016

2 of 2016

7 of 2016

Motor Vehicle and Road
Traffic (Amendment) Act
2016

Amends the Motor Vehicle and Road Traffic Act
to increase Licences Fees for all category of
vehicles. The increases ranged from 50% to 100%.

February 26,
2016

March 14, 2016

3 of 2016
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Date Passed
Date of assent
Bill
February 26,
March 14, 2016
4 of 2016
2016

Legislation
8 of 2016

Act No. &Title
Financial
Administration
and Audit (Amendment)
Act 2016

Description
Amends Section 6 (1) the Financial Administration
and Audit Act to give the Minister of Finance the
power to exempt diplomatic bodies, charitable
and non-profit organisations and governmental
bodies from the payment of want-of-entry
charges, stamp duty and environmental tax. The
Minister is required to grant such exemption by
order subject to negative resolution.

9 of 2016

Customs (Amendment) Act
2016

February 26,
2016

March 14, 2016

5 of 2016

10 of 2016

Income Tax (Amendment)
Act 2016

February 26,
2016

March 14, 2016

6 of 2016

11 of 2016

Miscellaneous
Licences
(Amendment) Act 2016
Auctioneers (Amendment)
Act 2016
Hucksters Licensing and
Control (Amendment) Act
2016

Amends the Customs Act to grant exemption from
import duty on motor vehicles imported by public
officers, remigrants and settlers meeting strictly
defined conditions.
Amends the Income Tax Act to give effect to the
Budget 2016 tax measures affecting the Income Tax
Act.
Increases from $200 to $1,500 the amount to be
paid for a copy of any licence that has been lost.
Increases from $7,000 to $40,000 the fee for a
relevant licence.
Increases the duty payable for a licence from a
minimum of $560 and a maximum of $10,000 to a
minimum of $3,500 to a maximum of $62,500.

February 26,
2016
February 26,
2016
February 26,
2016

March 14, 2016

7 of 2016

March 14, 2016

8 of 2016

March 14, 2016

9 of 2016

Increases some thirty-four licences, fees and taxes
payable under the Tax Act.
Amends the principal act to include sweeping
changes to make the Act more FATF and CFATF
compliant.

February 26,
2016
May 4, 2016

March 15, 2016

10 of 2015

May 9, 2016

12 of 2016

Provides for the year ended 31 December 2015
further sums from the Consolidated Fund of
$720,680,983 under the Current Budget and
$79,216,654 under the Capital Budget.

June 30, 2016

July 8, 2016

13 of 2016

12 of 2016
13 of 2016

14 of 2016

Tax (Amendment) Act 2016

15 of 2016

Anti-Money
Laundering
and
Countering
the
Financing of Terrorism
(Amendment) Act 2016
Supplementary
Appropriation (No. 3 for
2015) Act 2016

16 of 2016
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17 of 2016

Act No. &Title
Insurance Act 2016

18 of 2016

Telecommunications
2016

Act

Provides
for
the
establishment
of
a
Telecommunication Agency to regulate the
telecommunications sector. Repeals and replaces
the Telecommunications Act 1990 and the Guyana
Frequency Management Unit Order 1990.

July 18, 2016

August 5, 2016

15 of 2016

19 of 2016

Public Utilities Commission
Act 2016

July 18, 2016

August 5, 2016

16 of 2016

20 of 2016

Supplementary
Appropriation (No. 1 for
2016) Act 2016

August 8,
2016

August 17, 2016

18 of 2016

21 of 2016

Supplementary
Appropriation (No. 2 for
2016) Act 2016

Provides for the establishment of the Public Utilities
Commission which shall perform regulatory,
investigatory, enforcement and other functions in
respect of public utilities. Repeals and replaces the
Act with a similar name of Public Utilities
Commission Act Cap. 57:01 [10 of 1999].
Provides for the replenishment of the
Contingencies Fund with sums from the
Consolidated Fund of $524,259,980 under the
Current Budget and $406,758,312 under the
Capital Budget, a total of $931,018,290.
Provides for the year ended 31 December 2016
further sums from the Consolidated Fund of
$1,492,884,084 under the Current Budget and
$596,815,001 under the Capital Budget, a total of
$2,089,699,085.

August 8,
2016

August 17, 2016

19 of 2016
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Provides for the regulation of insurance,
promotion of competition and protection of
consumers in the insurance industry. Repeals and
replaces the Insurance Act Cap. 91:02 [20 of 1998]
and the Insurance Supplementary Provisions Act
[16 of 2009] except for those provisions relating to
pension funds.
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Date Passed
Date of assent
Bill
June 30, 2016
July 18, 2016
11 of 2016
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23 of 2016

Act No. &Title
Supplementary
Appropriation (No. 3 for
2016) Act 2016
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Description
Provides for the year ended 31 December 2016
further sums from the Consolidated Fund of
$2,428,356,751 under the Current Budget and
$7,121,265,596 under the Capital Budget, a total of
$9,549,622,347.
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Regulation No. & Title
1 of 2016
Excise Tax (Amendment) Regulations
2016

Principal Legislation
Excise Tax Act 2005
Cap. (82:03)

Description
Revokes and replaces the Excise Tax Regulations 2005 in
relation to the basis for charging excise tax on alcoholic
beverages and on motor vehicles.

Date
February
10, 2016

2 of 2016
Procurement (Amendment) Regulations
2016

Procurement Act
(Cap. 73:05)

Amends the Procurement Regulation requiring that within
five days of dispatching a notice of award of any contract
exceeding $1,500,000, the procuring entity must provide a
report to the National Procurement and Tender
Administration.

February
18, 2016

3 of 2016
Child Care and Development Services
Act 2009 (No. 12 of 2011) Regulations
2016

Child
Care
and
Development Services
Act 2009

These Regulations, made under the Childcare and
Development Services Act 2009 and deal with inter alia,
admission of children into care, appointment of a
management committee, etc.

May 4, 2016

4 of 2016
Excise Tax (Amendment) Regulations
2016.

Excise Tax Act Cap.
82:03

These Regulations amend the Excise Tax Regulations of
2005 to give effect to the relevant 2016 budget measures in
respect of the rates of excise tax on motor vehicles and raw
materials.

August 2,
2016

5 of 2016
Defence (Pensions and Gratuities)
(Amendment) Regulations 2016

Defence Act
Cap. 15:01

Changes the compulsory age for retirement of certain
classes of officers and soldiers, including an increase from
45 to 50 years for Warrant officers and from 40 to 45 years
for soldiers.

August 31,
2016

6 of 2016
Mining (Special Mining) Regulations
2016

Mining Act
(Cap. 65:01)

Establishes a Closed Area Committee to advise and make
recommendations to the responsible Minister in regard to
the allocation of mineral properties.

October 14,
2016
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Principal Orders Made in 2016
Order No. & Title
1 of 2016
Fiscal Management and
Accountability (Amendment
of Schedule) Order 2016.

Principal Legislation
Fiscal Management
and Accountability Act
(Cap. 73:02)

Nature of Order
Date of Order
To add to the Schedule to the Act the Ministry of Public
January 7,
Telecommunications as a budget agency.
2016

2 of 2016
Fiscal Management and
Accountability (Amendment
of Schedule) Order 2016

Fiscal Management
and Accountability Act
(Cap. 73:02)

To add to the Schedule to the Act the Ministry of Natural
Resources as a budget agency.

January 20,
2016

3 of 2016
Electricity Sector
Electricity Sector (Technical (Technical Standards)
Standards)
Regulations Regulations (No. 6 of
(Commencement) Order 2016
2008)

To appoint January 1, 2016 as the day on which the Regulations
came into operation.

January 22,
2016

Representation of the
People Act (Cap. 1:03)

To give effect to section 65 H of the Act permitting special voting
arrangements for members of the Disciplined Forces to allow
them to carry out their substantive duties on elections day.

February 4,
2016

Customs Act (Cap.
82:01)

To give effect to some of the 2016 Budget proposals including the
restriction on the importation into Guyana of vehicles, with
certain exceptions, over eight years old.

March 1, 2016

4 of 2016
Representation of the People
(Voting by Members of
Specified Disciplined Forces)
Order 2016
5 of 2016
Customs (Amendment of
Schedules) Order 2016. AS
AMENDED
BY
THE
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
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It also provides that in respect of agriculture and industry, no
exemptions will be granted unless all the requirements of the tax
laws for returns and payments have been met, or satisfactory
arrangements made.
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Nature of Order
Date of Order
To add to the list of zero-rated items in Schedule 1 to the Act a February 10,
range of items including parboiled rice, personal effects for re2016
migrants and settlers and goods imported by foreign service
officers.
Transfers the property belonging to Property Holdings Inc. to
March 15,
Creations Limited.
2016

National Registration
Act (Cap. 19:08)

Opening of continuous registration beginning on June 6, 2016 for
the period to September 30, 2016.

May 30, 2016

Interpretation and
General Clauses Act
(Cap. 2:01)

Delegating to the Commissioner of Lands and Survey the power
to exercise on behalf of the President the functions relating to the
sanctioning of renting and granting of lease, licenses and
permission of occupancy of all Public Government Lands.

June 10, 2016

Petroleum
(Exploration and
Production) Act (Cap.
65:04)

To exempt these operators in the petroleum sector from the
Income Tax Act, the Income Tax (In Aid of Industry) Act, the
Corporation Tax Act and the Property Tax Act under section 51
(2) of the Act. These companies operate the Stabroek Block,
Offshore Guyana under a production sharing agreement.

The Acquisition of
Lands for Public
Purposes Act (Cap.
62:05)

Compulsory acquisition of privately-owned land in Carmichael
Street for the construction of Government Building in
Georgetown.

September 24,
2016

Compulsory acquisition of privately-owned land in Carmichael
Street for the construction of Government Building in
Georgetown.

September 24,
2016

Order No. & Title
6 of 2016
Value-Added
Tax
(Amendment of Schedule)
Order 2016
7 of 2016
Property
Holdings
Inc.,
(Transfer of Property) (No. 1)
Order 2016
8 of 2016
The National Registration
(Residents) Order 2016.
9 of 2016
Delegation of Functions
Order 2016

Principal Legislation

10 of 2016
Petroleum (Exploration and
Production) (Tax Laws) (Esso
Exploration and Production
Limited, CNOOC Nexen
Petroleum Guyana Limited
and Hess Guyana Exploration
Limited) Order 2016
11 of 2016
Acquisition of Lands for
Public Purposes (Government
Buildings) Order 2016

12 of 2016
Acquisition of Lands
The Acquisition of Lands for for Public Purposes
Public Purposes (Government Act (Cap. 62:05)
Buildings) Order 2016
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Principal Legislation
13 of 2016
Constitutional Offices
Constitutional
Offices (Remuneration of
(Remuneration of Holders) Holders) Act (Cap.
Order 2016
27:11)
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Nature of Order
Date of Order
To provide for increases in the salaries of applicable offer holders
October 14,
2016
of between 1% for persons earning above $1 million and 10% for
those earning between $50,000 to $99,999 effective January 1,
2016.

14 of 2016
National Registration
National
Registration Act (Cap. 19:08)
(Residents)
(Revision
of
Registers) Order 2016

The preparation of voter registration list for all registration
district by the District Registration Officers by December 31,
2016.

October 20,
2016

15 of 2016
Labour Act (Cap.
Labour (National Minimum 98:01)
Wage) Order 2016

To increase the minimum wage payable to all workers, to $255
per hour or to $2,040 per day or $44,200 per month, effective
January 1, 2017.

October 28,
2016

16 of 2016
Mining Act
Guyana Geology and Mines
Commission
(to
conduct
geological and geophysical
survey) Reservation Order
2016
Order no: None
National Registration
Cancellation of Order: The
Act (Cap. 19:08)
Acquisition of Lands for
Public Purposes Act (Cap.
62:05)

To reserve from 27th. October 2016 an area reserved for
prospecting operations by the Guyana Geology and Mines
Commission.

October 27,
2016

Cancels and Withdraws the Order made on the 22nd day of
September, 2016, and published in the Official Gazette of 24th
September, 2016 as No. 12 of 2016.

October 27,
2016
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Appendix B: Selected Socio - Economic Indicators
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

ITEM
National Accounts Aggregates (2006 Base)
Growth Rate of Real GDP
GDP at current basic prices (US$M)
GNP at current basic prices (US$M)
Per Capita GDP (US$)
Per Capita GNP (US$)
Gross National Disposable Income (US$M)
Private Consumption as % of Gross Domestic Expenditure
Public Consumption as % of Gross Domestic Expenditure

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.9

External Trade and Finance (US$M)
Bal of Payments Current Account Balance
Imports of Goods and Non- Factor Services (G&NFS)
Exports of Goods and Non- Factor Services (G&NFS)
Resource balance
Imports of G&NFS/GDP(%) at 2006 Base
Exports of G&NFS/ GDP (%) at 2006 Base
Net International Reserves of Bank of Guyana
External Public Debt Outstanding

3

Prices, Wages and Output

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Rate of Inflation (% change in CPI)
Public Sector Monthly Minimum Wage in G$ (e.o.p)
% Growth Rate
Electricity Generation (in MWh)

4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

Population & Vital Statistics
Mid- Year Population ('000)
Population Growth Rate (e.o.p)
Net Migration ('000)
Visitor Arrivals ('000)
Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000 persons)
Crude Death Rate (per 1,000 persons)
Crude Marriage Rate (per 1,000 persons)
Infant Mortality Rate (per 1,000 live births)
Under 5 Mortality Rate (per 1,000 live births)

5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Health and Education
Public Expenditure on:
Education as % of National Budget
Health as % of National Budget
Number of Physicians Per Ten Thousand Population
Number of Nurses per Ten Thousand Population
Number of Hospitals Beds per Ten Thousand Population
Low birth-weight babies (<2,500g.) as a % of live births
Severely Malnourished
Moderately Malnourished
Overweight (%)

1
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2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2.60
2,974.60
2,957.60
4,000.80
3,977.90
3,211.80
56.40
16.00

3.20
2,775.90
2,751.20
3,741.20
3,707.90
2,940.10
65.90
14.30

3.80
2,685.20
2,711.90
3,606.40
3,642.10
3,169.50
64.40
13.20

5.20
2,611.30
2,582.70
3,248.20
3,212.70
3,170.40
72.80
12.40

4.80
2,506.80
2,530.80
3,347.30
3,379.30
3,182.90
70.30
10.30

(100.80)
(1,848.70)
1,540.90
(307.70)
62.10
51.80
624.60
1,159.90

(149.80)
(1,900.30)
1,306.20
(548.90)
68.80
47.30
594.70
1,143.01

(385.20)
(2,217.50)
1,348.40
869.50
82.60
50.20
652.20
1,216.40

(456.00)
(2,377.60)
1,539.90
(837.70)
91.10
59.00
751.20
1,246.50

(366.70)
(2,523.10)
1,713.20
(809.90)
100.60
68.30
825.20
1,358.60

1.30
55,000.00
10.00
784.70

(1.80)
50,000.00
17.10
750.70

1.20
42,703.00
8.00
716.70

0.90
39,540.00
5.00
711.00

3.50
37,657.00
5.00
690.50

743.50
0.20
(1.90)
170.30
14.90
4.90
6.00
16.80
19.50

742.00
(3.50)
(4.50)
206.80
17.60
6.80
6.50
21.80
22.50

744.60
(3.10)
(13.50)
205.80
19.80
7.30
NA
23.30
23.90

746.90
(2.70)
(13.50)
200.10
18.50
6.60
NA
12.90
15.80

748.90
(1.50)
(13.40)
176.60
18.40
6.90
6.40
13.80
16.20

17.20
11.90
17.50
31.70
25.40
12.80
0.60
3.80
11.10

11.80
9.50
14.10
31.40
25.40
11.90
0.30
2.10
8.70

14.80
9.90
13.30
30.50
25.40
11.70
0.30
1.90
7.80

13.60
8.50
9.50
15.30
25.40
8.90
0.20
2.00
7.60

13.80
8.90
7.70
14.20
25.40
9.60
0.30
2.20
5.70
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6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

ITEM
Immunisation Coverage
1 year olds Immunised against
1 year olds Immunised against
1 year olds Immunised against
1 year olds Immunised against

2016

7

Crime

7.1
7.2

Reported Serious Crimes
of which: Murder

8
8.1

Exchange Rates
G$ to US$

9

Interest Rates

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4

Commercial Banks' Lending Rate3
Small Savings Deposit
Three Months Time Deposits
Treasury Bill Rate (91 days)

10

Debt

DPT/(Pentavalent) (%)
MMR, Yellow Fever (%)
Polio (%)
TB, BCG (%)

2

10.1 External Public Debt (G$M)4
10.2 Public Domestic Debt (G$M)

2015

2014

2013

2012

73.00
69.00
70.00
75.00

96.00
90.60
96.00
90.00

98.00
100.00
97.00
99.00

98.00
97.50
97.50
97.80

97.40
99.10
97.40
98.00

2,894.00
125.00

3,925.00
149.00

3,688.00
149.00

4,204.00
155.00

3,760.00
139.00

206.50

206.50

206.50

206.25

204.50

10.40
1.26
1.17
1.85

10.63
1.26
1.13
1.92

10.86
1.23
1.10
1.67

11.16
1.33
1.09
1.45

11.08
1.69
1.39
1.45

330,092.32

317,722.57

329,620.47

355,890.63

379,761.90

239,352.09
90,740.23

236,031.57
81,691.00

251,182.47
78,438.00

257,090.63
98,800.00

286,300.00
93,461.90

1: Rate of inflation in 2010 is presented under the New Series with base year December 2009, while for 2009 data is
presented under the Old Series with Base Year December 1994.
2: The category 'Reported Serious Crimes' now includes the reclassification of certain offences.
3: The average prime lending rate actually used by commercial banks applicable to loans and advances.
4: Amount denoted in US$ - converted using exchange rate in 8.1
Source: Items 1 to 7: Minister’s Speech, Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Public Security,
Ministry of Public Health and Items 8 to 10 BOG Statistics as at September 2016
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